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The Kentucky Department of
Transportation has awarded a federal
grant of $105,482 to Murray State
University to set up a program to insure
that handicapped students in Kentucky
have an equal opportunity to receive
driver education.
State Transportation Secretary
Calvin Grayson said that the grant will
be used for the development of a center
for driver-education training and for
curriculum resource Materials for the
handicapped. The center will be located
in the university's Department of
Safety Engineering and Health.
"Every school age child In the
Commonwealth who is of licensing age
and who desires driving and traffic
safety education should have the
chance to get it," Grayson said. He
added that currently there are an
estimated 22,000 to 25,000 handicapped
persons of driving age in the state "The
grant will promote specialized training
techniques and materials to serve that
group."
Specifically, the funds will be used to
plan and conduct three workshops for
teachers this summer and to develop
manuals for handicapped student
drivers and a training manual for
driver education teachers.
The workshops, to be taught on the
Murray campus, will include a one-
week session for 25 in-service driver
education teachers. The other two
workshops will acquaint school and
rehabilitation counselors with available
information, materials and resources.
Initially, focus will be placed on the
six school systems in each of four areas
in the state which have the greatest
number of disabled children, but help
will not be limited to those districts.
"In essence, our plans are to render
as much service as we can to all school
districts," Grayson said. He said that
help would be available through
demonstrations, field visits, visual
aids, video-tapes, referral to other
agencies and the loan of teaching aids
when appropriate.
The grant is financed 100 percent by
the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration, through the state
transportation department's Office of
Highway Safety.
AVOID THE UNES — Munayans have a chance to purchase their 1979-80 city vehicle stickers now and avoid the
long lines that will form at City Clerk Jo Crass' office as the purchase deadline approaches. Mrs. Margaret Brown
takes advantage of the opportunity by buying her sticker today from Denise Bumphis, office employee. 1978-79
vehicle stickers expire May 1, and a 10 per cent penalty is added to the price if not purchased by May 31. Stickers for
automobiles and trucks weighing 1% tons or less are $15, $20 is the price for trucks over V't tons, and motorcycle
stickers are $3. Motorists must have their license plate number in order to purchase stickers. The clerk's office,
located in City Hall, is open from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday through Friday.
StaH Photo By Debbie N. lee
Carter To Decide On Price Lift
By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter, described as ready to lift price
controls from domestically produced
crude oil, told congressional leaders
today he will probably announce his
decision early next week.
Carter, who is directing intensive
consultations with members of
Congress on a promised new energy
blueprint, said he called the leaders to a
Cabinet Room meeting to discuss the
broad range of options confronting him.
The president opened the session by
noting he will have the power, come
June 1, to decide whether to lift price
controls on domestic crude.
"We are prepared to take that bur-
den," he declared.
Senators who met privately Wed-
nesday with top administration
New Area Of Volunteer
Service To Begin April 9
A new area of hospital volunteer
service will begin April 9 when the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's
first gift shop opens. Red Cross hospital
volunteers will staff the shop.
The gift shop will provide a com-
munity service by offering a wide
variety of items for hospital patients,
their families and visitors. Open seven
days a week, shop hours will be from 10
a.m. to 7:30 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 1 to 4 p.m. Saturday and
Sunday.
Twenty additional Red Cross hospital
volunteers are needed to fully staff the
shop. Tentative shifts for shop volun-
teers are 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., 12:30 to
4:30p.m., and 4:30 to 7:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 1 to 4 p.m. Saturday
and Sunday. Work shifts may be
shared.
An informal coffee for prospective
and current volunteers will be held at
10:30 am. Tuesday, April 3, in the
private dining room of the hospital
cafeteria. Gift shop manager Ruth
Eversmeyer will introduce the
volunteers to the new shop, tentative
work schedules will be arranged and
training sessions will be planned.
Those interested in volunteering a
few hours each week but who cannot
attend the meeting or anyone wishing
more information may contact Kathy
Hodge, hospital public relations
director, at 753-5131, extension 338.
economic officials reported the
president is prepared to lift price
controls but remains unsure of how to
go about it.
The biggest question marks, the
senators said, involve possible im-
position of a special tax to accompany
deregulation, and whether Congress
would pass necessary tax legislation.
Although Congress rejected Carter's
1977 proposals for taxes on crude oil and
gasoline, two Republican senators said
the country might be better off had
Congress been more receptive to the
president's original energy program,
passed in bobtailed form last year.
These sentiments were expressed by
Sens. Charles Percy of Illinois and Pete
Domenici of New Mexico after a
bipartisan congressional group met
Wednesday with Carter to discuss
energy matters.
If Carter produces a bold program,
said Domenici, "we'll back him up "
The extent of administration con-
sultation with Congress was un-
derscored by Carter's personal in-
volvement, as well as by the meeting of
senators on Capitol Hill with Treasury
Secretary W. Michael Blumenthal,
Budget Director James T. McIntyre Jr.
and Carter adviser Stuart Eizenstat.
A Reminder
April 15 is an important day for
most Americans. That is the
deadline for filing federal income
tax returns for 1978.
However, since the 15th falls on
Sunday this year, the Internal
Revenue Service has given us an
extra day — until the 16th.
We have 19 days left to get return:,
in the mail.
MIA AWARD WINNERS — Participants from the Murray Area Vocational School who won honors in the Future
Business Leaders of America (FRA) Region I Leadership Conference at Murray State University on Tuesday, Mau h
27, are: (from left) Nancy Murdock, alternate for the Ethel M. Plock Scholarship; Shelia Phillips, who presided and
was recognized as the outgoing regional vice-president and Jamie Barnett, second place in extemporaneous
speaking. About 800 students and advisers from 24 FBLA chapters in West Kentucky schools attended the eighth
annual. conference. First, second, and third place winners in the individual ancitv-hapter competition quagfied to.
Compete in the state conference in Louisville Awl 19-21
The Wednesday session in the office
of Senate Majority Leader Robert C.
Byrd was similar to one held last
Friday with a different group of
lawmakers.
Carter originally had indicated to
congressional leaders he would unveil




In a special Calloway County School
Hoard meeting at 5 a.m. today, Dr.
Jack Rose, superintendent, asked for a
recommendation that Clayton
Hargrove, head basketball coach at
Calloway County High School for the
past two seasons, not be reemployed in
that position for the upcoming school
year.
During his tenure, Hargrove chalked
up a 19.30 record. However, he will be
reemployed as a teacher, Rose added.
Applications are now being taken for
the coaching spot, Rose said.
Other personnel recommendations
for the high school include Stan
Outland, head football coach, Jimmy
Nix, assistant basketball coach and Joe
Stonecipher, head baseball and fresh-
man football and basketball coach,
Rose said.
Rose commented that most of the
staff positions have been filled. A staff
roster will be issued at a later date.
Rose was the guest speaker at the
Wednesday meeting of the Murray-
Calloway County Board of Realtors at
which he reviewed the system's new
ADA contract policy and the system's
newly adopted five cent property tax
increase.
Also on hand at the Wednesday
meeting was Murray Independent
School Superintendent Robert Glin
Jeffrey, who field questions from the
Realtors.
Rose told the group, when questioned
about the new pupil exchange policy,
that he did not feel a merger of the
Calloway and Murray systems was in
PREPARING TO FILE — Mancil Vinson, seated, director of alumni affairs at
Murray State University, prepares to file his papers as a candidate for com-
missioner of agriculture. Seven other people have already filed for that
position. Standing behind Vinson are (from left) L I. Hortin, Jim Garrison, LB.
Howton and W.P. Burnett Staff Photo By Matt Sanders
the minds of the Calloway board
members when the new policy was
adopted.
Jeffrey added that he sees no ad-
vantage to the merger of the two
systems.
.If a school is meeting the needs of
youngsters and is financially sound,





WASHINGTON (AP) — Negotiators
for the Teamsters union and the
trucking industry remain in "complete
disagreement" after rejecting each
other's revised wage proposals.
The Carter administration, mean!
while, is deciding whether to relax its
anti-inflation guidelines to ac-
commodate the nation's largest union.
With a possible trucking strike
looming this weekend, the industry's
chief negotiator broke a long silence
Wednesday by declaring the two sides
remained far apart and by blasting the
administration for its "inept" handling
of the crucial negotiations.
A nationwide strike is possible when
the current contract expires at mid-
night Saturday, although the union has
indicated it might launch selective
strikes or seek a contract extension.
The exchange of money proposals
marked the first time since last week
the two sides have discussed economic
issues in their negotiations for a three-
year contract to cover about 300,000
drivers and warehouse workers.
J. Curtis Counts, who heads the
bargainers for more than 500 trucking
companies, said late Wednesday the
two sides exchanged modified money
proposals, the first since last week, and
then rejected each other's packages.
Counts said bargainers remained in
"complete disagreement" over
economic issues and that they also
remained sharply divided over work
rules.
The union has declined to comment
on the talks and Counts refused to
divulge any details of the latest
proposals. But he described the
Teamsters' counter-offer as the union's
"bottom line" proposal.
He also refused to say if the in-
dustry's latest offer was within
President Carter's voluntary 7 per cent
wage guideline, as was the industry's
initial offer last week.
Panel Expected To Give Names
Of 12 For Utility Commission
By MARIA BRA DEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A three-
member panel was expected today to
subrnit the names of 12 nominations for
the state's new utility regulatory
commissions to Gov. Julian Carroll.
Carroll must appoint three full-time
commissioners and three part time
commissioners to the two new panels
by Monday. They will replace the
Kentucky Public Service Commission,
which ceases to exist Sunday.
The full-time Energy Regulatory
Commission will deal only with gas and
electric utilities, while the Utility
Regulatory Commission will have
authority over telephone, water and
sewer rates.
The new commissions were
established by the 1978 General
Assembly as a way of giving more
attention to gas and electric rates.
The screening committee began
interviewing each of the 34 applicants
Wednesday. The field included lawyers,
educators and persons with experience
in energy matters. Committee mem-
Truck, Trailer,
Camper Licenses
Are Due April 1
State licenses for all trucks, trailers
and campers are due April 1, according
to Calloway County Clerk Marvin
Harris.
Harris reminds all owners of trucks,
trailers and campers to purchase their
licenses before the April 1 deadline
since there has been n extensioh
granted in the purchase time.
bers said they are pleased at the
number of women and blacks who have
applied.
At least two of the current PSC
commissioners reportedly have sent in
applications, and a number of other
state government officials have ex-
pressed interest in the new posts.
However, the screening committee
declined to release applicants' names.
Chairman Walter Apperson said
some hold "sensitive government
positions," and have asked that their
names not be released unless they are
on the list of nominees submitted to the
governor
Apperson, publisher of the Murray
Ledger and Times, said the committee
will give the governor at least two
names for each post
"We're going to be looking for the
best qualified people we can find to fill
the job, in relation to educational
background, connection with energy
and past performance," he said in an
interview.
Apperson and the other committee
members said they felt applicants must
have a grasp of energy matters, and
would prefer to nominate persons with
experience in the field of energy,
though not necessarily in utility
regulation.
Rosemary Pond, associate dean of
students at the University of Kentucky
and a screening committee member,
also said the committee wants ap-
plicants to be concerned about con-
e/
Stifiler8.
She said the committee has received
many letters from the aged and from
persons concerned about inflation,
asking that they try to select com-
missioners wise-will be cesponsive to
consumer needs..
Apperson, Miss Pond and Joseph
Shipman, president of Continental
Bank in Louisville, prepared a barrage
of questions for prospective corn-
missioners, ranging from why they
want the job to what they believe the
commission's role is in society.
Carroll is expected to set salaries for
the new posts next week.
The PSC chairman is paid $27,500
annually; the vice-chairman $26,400,
and other commissioners $25,300.
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Windy and warm with oc-
casional thunderstorms tonight
and Friday. Lows tonight in the
low 130s. Highs Friday in the low
to mid 708. Winds, southwest at 15
to 25 mph tonight. Rain chances
are 90 percent tonight and 80
percent Friday.
ly
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HEALTH
DEAR DR LAMB What
causes a man's scrotum to
sang about two inches lower
than normal and, at the
tame time, the right testicle
jig slightly swollen'
.. After a few days of bedrest
ihis condition disappears
end everything is back to
bonnet My doctor calls this
kididymitis. What is It and
by does it happen' I am 58
fears old and in excellent
bealth.
DEAR READER — The
ppididyrnia is the cordlike
area that attaches to the side
bf the body of the testicle.
'he vas deferens, the tube
that carries sperm cells up
to the penis, is coiled in this
area There are also a large
number of veins and arteries
Inside the epididymis. The
Lin
nding, "ail': means
eunmation. When the epi-
dyrnis is inflamed, it is
..
fealled epididymitis.
The epididymis and scro-
tal area is well below the
*vet of the heart when you
lire sitting up or standing up.
Stood runs downhill. That
'Deans that if there is a
Illisorder such as an inflam-
don, the swelling will




Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
al)
To give you a better under-
standing of what causes
swellings and what to do
about them I am sending you
The Health Letter number
114, Swelling: Causes and
Management. Others who
want this issue can send 50
cents with a long,starnped,
self-addressed envelope for
It. Send your request to me
in care of this newspaper,
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY
10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB — This
week I had a terrible experi-
ence which made me angry
and also worries me. Both of
my parents had cataracts
and I went to see a local
oculist. They put drops in
my eye and sent me back to
the waiting room to wait
until my eyes were ready for
examination. Then they put
some more drops in my eyes
and I was examined.
The doctor told me I didn't
have any eye disease and I
didn't need to change my
glasses and to come back in
a year. No one gave me a
word of warning, caution or
advice to prepare me for









opened the door to go out-
side
It was about noon and the
sun looked like bright light-
ning. I could hardly keep my
eyes open and I had to drive
60 miles home. Happily, the
Lord hears and answers
prayers. I'm worried that
between the doctor's office
and home, the sunlight may
have done permanent dam-
age to my eyes. They were
uncomfortable a couple of
days, but my vision was all
right by the next morning.
Am I worrying needlessly
about future eye problems
that may arise as a result of
this incident?
DEAR READER --- I can
understand your unhappi-
ness, but the danger was
driving home in that condi-
tion. People who are going to
have an eye examination
should plan on having their
eyes dilated. The doctor uses
medicine to dilate the pupil
so he can examine the back
of the eye and other struc-
tures adequately. That's im-
portant to you because you
do want a good examination.
There are no permanent
harmful effects from the
procedure, but it can affect
your vision when you first go
out in the sunlight. Altar all,
the pupil dilates or contracts
in relation to the light prima-
rily to improve your vision.
People who have such an
examination sometimes find
that dark glasses after the
examination are helpful.
Don't worry about your
eyes being damaged. They
weren't, but the next time
you have an eye examina-
tion any place, prepare for
the possibility that you may
want someone else to drive
you home. Also, take along a
pair of dark glasses if you
will be out in the sunlight
afterwards.
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Trevor Jones of Murray was




Alfred Ray Allen, Jr., of
Murray was dismissed March























honoring Calloway County's own
Mani! J. Vinson
Democratic Candidate in the May 29 Primary for
Commissioner of Agriculture
6:30 p.m., Thursday, April 5
West Kentucky Exposition Center
College Farm Road, Murray, Ky.
$10 Per Plate
Caws set awl help es support this wave Caletury CusationI his owspeige
hr this Ispertent, stato-wlils office — this of Comnieshow of Agriculture hr
the Cassumanseelth of lIsworriby — I Su May 21 Deaseareic primary.
former liesnadry Get. Isliseri T. Sreelidtt, Jr., ewe Vice-Preelises for Falk
Affairs wilt the Soollunt IRON/ Comm! Iilloshiegten, D. C., will be Ns
teetered wasdier Dr. hdree Dam, retired presithat of Allorelteed Sete Snit«
sity end also e noire West ihatocidee haw Groves Ceserty, .5 1. the wester
if cereassaies.
Pus* who Imre hew aura experience carets U this vital arse Iowa thet
/*AWOL J. VINTON is the wan for the lob. . . bars and rased on • forms . .13
yews Assistant Comeissiesser of Agricaftere. . .3 years Director el Aaricultere
Wartethsp. . .3 yews es agricelows teacher. . . asd 10 youn • university ad-
sinirtrater.
Make Your Reservations Now!







Dees Dust of Omni
Surrey Drew* Ilepldastilis
Federal Serings II Leal
Sew Dealership
Sail or Ptah Reservations tot
Sr. Vlillow Sherry
West Isalusity Eirposilise (hater
Ilwrey State Dalrersity
Surrey, tsaleety 421111
lets Shooks Pupal. hr
Althea, liensnIftee for Maned J. Flews
OFFICERS OF THE Calloway County High School Chapter of the future Homemaker'
of America at the annual Moms' Night Banquet held at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord were, left to right, Amanda Dunn, reporter, Jane Greer, secretary, Shirley
Elkins, devotional leader, Karon Walker, second vice-president, Sharon Walker,
president, Lisa Garland, historian, Joy Kelso, treasurer, Jackie Miller, recreational leader,
and Cathy Crawford, song leader. Not present were Dawn Sledd, first vice-president,






A SPECIAL MUSICAL PROGRAM was presented at the
annual Moms Night Banquet held by the Calloway County
High School Chapter of the Future Homemakers of America
at the Colonial House Smorgasbord on March 20. Presenting
the program were, left to right, Reed Hale, guitar, Larry
Gilbert, steel guitar and fiddle, and Larry Dunn, bass guitar
and soloist.
BILLY RUE NU, center, assistant principal at Calloway
County High School, was presented with an honorary
membership in the Future Homemakers of America by the
Calloway County High School Chapter of FHA at the annual
Moms' Night Banquet held March 20 at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord. Making the presentation were Sharon Walker,
left, and Jane Greer, right, president and secretary
respectively of the Calloway FHA Chapter.
CHAPTER MOTHERS of the Calloway County High School
Chapter of the Future Homemakers of America are, left to
right, Mrs. Glen Kelso, Mrs. Clint Greer, Mrs. Junior
Garland, and Mrs. Joe Walker. Not present at the Moms'
Night Banquet was another chapter mother, Mrs. Joe Sledd.
Dress Shoes
for the Family
Walk into your nearest Payless ShoeSource store to
discover lasting value in quality footwear for the
entire family. Surround your feet in great fining
footwear that offers you comfort and durability
in the styles just right for you.
Payless ShoeSource, the
A. %beam* Reg. 12.110 ilenieg"
shoe store for all walks of life.
.111-1k.
$988
Specials good through this weekend
Payless
ShoeSourcC
White dress sandal is sparked with gold. It also offers
flexible sole for super comfort.
Easy care black uppers with dainty gold trim have
one strap easy-fit for your little girl.
Crisscross tapered vamp and higher heel bring
fashion to the front row in this shiny black oxford.
Young men hop into these dressy brown step-ins.
Mom will love the easy care & rugged construction.
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By Abigail Van Buren
Honesty Best Policy
But Premium Is High
DEAR ABBY: I want to share something with you that
bothers me. My brother and six other guys were drinking at
friend's house. They were all on the basketball team at the
time. The rule of the team is that no player is allowed to
drink.
Well, the coach heard about it and got all the guys
together and asked them flat out if they had been drinking.
Two "brave" guys admitted it. The others lied.
I always thought honesty was the best policy, but I've
changed my mind. The two guys who told the truth got kick-
ed off the team. The ones who lied are still on it.
I no longer believe it pays to be honest. This incident
proved it.
DISGUSTED WITH LIFE
DEAR DISGUSTED: The guys who were kicked off the
team were punished for breaking the rules, not for telling
the truth. Everyone must live with his own conscience, and
the two who were honest scored much higher in self-esteem
that those who lied.
Don't blame the coach. He had to stick by the ruks, but
I'm sure he appreciates the integrity of the two who confess-
ed their guilt. bet he reinstates them. Please let me
know.)
DEAR ABBY: My wife read the letter from TIRED
PARENTS and handed it to me without comment. These
parents were tired of supporting their 30- and 25-year-old
ions, who were lazy good-for-nothings and alw4 in some
kind of trouble.
What a contrast to our son, who has always been indepen-
dent and highly motivated! He worked his way through col-
lege and has a bachelor's degree and master's from one of
the top universities.
We helped him a little his first year; from his sophomore
year on he never asked for a cent. He now has a very respon-
sible position with another fine university and a bright
future.
You could not find a more thoughtful son. He always
remembers our birthdays and anniversary. On Mother's Day
and Father's Day he always calls AND sends a present.
Though he is nearly 30, he has never missed a Christmas at
home with us. His gifts are always special.
Incidentally, our son is a homosexual. We don't under-
stand why he is this way. We were hurt and upset when he
told us. But we have never stopped loving him, and we feel it
would be ungrateful to complain or pray that things were
different. The Lord sent us a wonderful son who is "a joy in
our old age," and we feel truly blessed.
PROUD PARENTS
DEAR PROUD: And your son is also truly blessed to
have such understanding parents.
DEAR ABBY: I would like to donate my eyes and kidneys
and any other parts of my body that would be of use to a liv-
ing person (after I die of course), but I doubt if they would be
good enough.
You see, I'm 72 years old, have had a gall-bladder opera-
tion, two heart attacks, and put drops in my eyes regularly
for glaucoma.
I wonder who would want my eyes? And since the rest of
me isn't in very good shape either, would it be worth the
trouble to donate any of my parts to that organ bank you
wrote about?
You may print this because I'm sure other people want to
know the answer, too.
ALL USED UP IN HIBBING, MINN.
DEAR ALL: Organs that are not suitable for transplants
are useful for research and teaching, se please don't hesitate








Usrey & Bean Vows
To Be Read In June
Miss Bettie Jean I srer
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Usrey of Benton announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of his oldest
daughter, Bettie Jean, to Leslie Wayne Bean, son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. D. Bean, Jr., of Paducah.
Miss Usrey is a graduate of Murray High School and
Murray State University. She formerly taught school in
Dalton, Ga., and is now teaching at Reidland High School.
Mr. Bean is a graduate of Reidland High School and
Murray State University. He is presently employed at
Kentucky Dam Village State Park.
The wedding will take place on Friday, June 15, at 7:30
p.m. at the Sharpe Church of Christ. A reception will follow
the ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception. Only out of town invitations will be sent.
Retired Teachers Will
Hear Musical Program
Wayne Halley and Mrs.
Joan Bowker will present a
music program at the spring
meeting of the Callaivay
Retired Teachers Association
at the Ellis Center Monday,
April 2, at 2 p.m.
Mr. Haley is music director
of the First Baptist Church in
Murray, and Mrs. Bowker is
music teacher at Murray City
School.
Dr. Matt Sparkman, vice-
president emeritus of Murray
State University, will preside




present its nominees for of-
ficers for the coming year,
1979-19110.






Refreshments will be served
by the social committee at the
beginning of the meeting,
according to Mrs. Zitelle
Goheen, social chairperson.
Secretary McCamish will
.read the minutes and,
Treasurer Thyra CrawfOrd
will give a report on receipts
and expenditures.
The Calloway Retired
Teachers Association has a





The Oak Grove Baptist
Church WMIT met Tuesday,
March 13, at the home of Hilda
Evitts to observe the Week of
Prayer for Home Missions.
"Dare To Ask" was the
theme of the program with
Jane Morton as program
chairman presenting the
lesson.
Delpha Taylor read the
Calendar of Prayer, and
Freda Humphreys led in
prayer for the missionaries
having birthdays on that date.
The WMU president, Becky
Mansfield, presided.
A social hour was held with
refreshments being served.





advisor, and Barbara Win-
dsor, mother advisor, con-
ducted the meeting of the
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
held on Tuesday, March 20, at
7 p.m. at the lodge hall, High-
way 121 North.
Other members present
were Trisha Clark, Lee
Stacey, Vickey Weatherford,
Tina Bogard, Clarissa Thorn,
Michelle Cook, Lana Lasater,
Mary Ann Gordon, and
Veronica West.
Sue Thweatt and Marilyn
Weatherford were the other
adults present.
The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, April 3, at 7
p.m. at the lodge hall.
PATIENT AT BENTON
Martin Reed of Hardin was





"Fantasy Island" is really a
nice place to spend my day,
and believe you me, this past
week at Sawgrass, on Ponte
Vedra Beach, Florida, it felt
like the "real thing." The
Tournament Players
Championship brought out all
of the pro golfers, but someone
said it looked like the
changing of the guard. The old
pros like Arnie Palmer,
Nicklaus and Player, weren't
anywhere near the winner's
circle, and the young ones,
like Mark McCumber, Jerry
Pate, and the winner Lanny
Wadkins, were the heros for
the day.
Glenn Campbell was there
to play in the pro-am, and he is
a real charmer, who takes
time to be nice to every fan.
He mingled with the crowd
and always had a ready quip -
he was just a nice soft-spoken
boy from Arkansas.
If you missed the basketball
game at Murray High School
Tuesday night, between the
booster fathers and the
teachers, you missed quite a
sporting event. The crowd
loved the entire night, from
the huffing, puffing players to
Principal Roy Weatherly
attired in his idea of Super
Man. The booster mothers
also got in the act, with a
volley ball game against the
high school teachers and
practice teachers.
Enthusiasm was the order of
the day.
Plans are well underway for
the Kentucky Charity Horse
Show, sponsored by the Sigma
Department and the Rotary
Club. The Show is scheduled
for Friday and Saturday
night, April 20 and 21. I don't
know about the Rotarians, but
Lochie Landolt and Lois
Keller, Sigma co-chairmen,
have us Sigmas working with
our tongues hanging out. This
is a special special show, so
come on and buy your ticket -
they are on sale all over town.
If you hear lots of laughing,
singing and shouting from out
the way of the University - it's
not Only spring fever, it is also
PATIENT AT PARIS
Pearl Musgrove of Murray
has been a patient at the
Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
Sigma Chi Derby Week. 1.),,
they ever have a blast???
After the tragic events at
Jonestown, the entire world is
seeking answers concerning
cults. Dean Herman Norton
from Vanderbilt University,
will be the guest speaker
Sunday, April 1, at First
Christian Church, and his all
day seminar will be on
religious cults. Dr. David
Roos, and the members of the
church, invite all interested
persons to attend this
seminar.
You may have missed
seeing the familiar sight of
Bill Cutchin hitching a ride
along Chestnut Street. He has
been sick for the past couple of
weeks, and would appreciate a




Mrs. Charlene Higgins of
Farmington Route 1 was
honored at a surprise covered
dish luncheon on Friday,
March 23. The occasion was in
honor of her fifty-second
birthday.
The luncheon was given by
Mrs. Margie Brandon and her
section of the Calloway
Manufacturing Company in







South of Murray, Ky. On Hwy. 641
GRAND OPENING
Wart It H - -1pril 30
Easter cut-outs to sevv & stuff
10% OFF All Fabric Sale (except remnants)
Register for lovely Door Prizes
HlostuPrvrize 2 thoru sa-s y Dot. 93-soll Hou e
K CORNER
&Ad Dixieland Shopping Center— Chestrut St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Saturday Special
1" March 24th & 31stX
Ears Pierced
FREE
Studs - $3.00 Reg. $495





Buy now and save 20% on our entire
stock of Spring coats. Excluding
raincoats. Be the hit of the Easter
rade this year with a flattering
oatcoat from Bright's. Hurry in and
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Events Listed For Community Calendar
Thursday, March 29
East Calloway Parent-
Teacher Club will meet at 7
p.m at the school
Murray Art Guild will be
open from 12 noon to 4 p.m. in
observance of National Art
Week
Public hearing on
Educational Impact 1978 will
• . ,.- be heid at 6 p.m. at the library
..,of the Calloway County High
_.• !School. All parents and in-
-: terested citizens are invited to
attend.
Faculty trombone recital by
Marta Hofacre, instructor in
the Department of Music,
Murray State University, will
be at 8:15 p.m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall.
North Calloway Elementary
„ School PTC will meet at the
school at 7 p.m. with
• children's science fair
projects on exhibit....
"Gold Dust" will be
presented by Actor's Theatre
of Louisville at 8 p.m. at the
Murray State University
Theatre. Admission will be $3
- or by season ticket.
Thursday, March 29
_ Intercollegiate Rodeo with
. approximately 250 contestants
from Arkansas, Mississippi,
Louisiana, Alabama, Ten-
nessee and Murray will open
at the West Kentucky
Livestock Show and
Exposition Center, College
Farm Road, at 7:30 p.m.
Horne Gardening with start,
of new plants will be at
Empire Farm, Land Between
. the Lakes, from 8:30 a.m. to
4:30p.m.
International Film Festival
showing at Murray State
1415V" University has been changed
=26 to April 4.
Friday, March 38
"X;;•"- All American Redheads,
•-'v • professional basketball team,
will play old and new all-stars
of area at the Calloway County
High School gym at 8 p.m.
This is a fund raising project
of the CCHS Speech Team.
Rose cuttings class by
Michael Oleksy will be at








RN MOS AT ILAN MN
Friday , March 311 Salerday, March 31
Intercollegiate Rodeo will Country Ham Breakfast.
continue at the West Kentucky sponsored by American
Livestock and Exposition Legion Post 73, will be from 6
Center at 7:30 p.m. a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Legion
Hall basement entrance on
Kentucky Music Educators South Sixth Street. Cost will be
Association regional high 22.50 per person.
school band contests will be




will be at 6:30 p.m. at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
Tickets are $4.50 and may be
obtained at the door.
Social Work Club of Murray
State University will have its
annual social work fair in
front of Otasco in Bel Air
Shopping Center from 12 noon
to 5 p.m.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from 12 noon to 4 p.m.
Nutrition program by
Frances Brown will be at
Douglass Community Center
at 12:30 p.m.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9:15 a.m. for morning
shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include
Archaeology Weekend with
headquarters at Paris Lan-
ding State Park, and Weather
Outdoor Enrichment series at
Camp Energy.
Saturday, March 31
Murray Woman's Club will
hold a general meeting at 9:30
a.m. at the club house. A
coffee and doughnut social
will be at 9 a.m with no
charge.
Square and rounding
dancing will be held at the
WOW Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Chicago Symphony String
Quartet will be presented in
concert at the Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State
University, at 8:15 p.m.,
sponsored by the Murray
Civic Music Association.
Singing by the Tennessee
Christian Aires will be at 7
p.m. at West Fork Baptist
Church.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from 12 noon to 4 p.m.
Sigma Chi Derby Day at
Murray State University will
open at 11 a.m.
Friends of Freed-Hardeman
College Benefit Dinner will be
at the Mayfield High School
cafeteria at 6:30 p.m. Tickets
are $7 per person.
Ladies of Alford Lodge No.
445 OFS will have their annual
fish fry at the Aurora Masonic
Hall, Highway 68, with serving
to start at 5 p.m.
Murray ABJC Bowling
League will bowl at Corvette
Lanes at 10 a.m. All interested
young people are invited.
Social Work Fair by Social
Work Club of Murray State
University will continue from
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in front of
Otasco in Bel Air Shopping
Center.
Saturday, March 31
Billy Graham film, "Gospel
Road," sung and told by
Johnny Cash, will be shown at
the Calvary Baptist Church
near Coldwater at 7 p.m.
Jenny Ridge Bowhunters
Society of Western Kentucky
will have a "Hard Times"
Shoot at the new Murray-
Calloway County Park
starting at 10 a.m. In case of
rain the shoot will be April 8.
Kentucky Music Educators
Association regional high
school band contests will be
from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
Murray State University.
Exhibits of student shows of
prints by Mary O'Leary,
Louisville, and drawings by
Amelia R. Janes, Bir-
mingham, Ala., will be shown
at Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State




FRANKFORT, Ky. - April
1-7 has been designated
"Foreign Language Week" by
Dr. James B. Graham,
superintendent of public in-
struction.
In his proclamation,
Graham said the Kentucky
Department of Education
encouraged Kentucky schools
to provide foreign language




pkpficient in a second
language.
Three regional language
festivals will be held during
Foreign Language Week, in
addition to other planned
activities, according to An-
thony Koester, foreign
language consultant for the
Department of Education.
Students will compete in
academic and nonacademic
areas, including oral and
poetry recitation, grammar
and vocabulary tests,
displays, designs and skits.
The first place winners will go
on to compete in the state
festival on May 19.
The three regional festivals
will be held at Henry Clay
High School in Lexington on
April 5, Murray State
University on April 7 and
Western Kentucky University
on April 7. Nine more festivals
are planned for April with
more than 200 schools par-
ticipating.
"The lack of emphasis on
foreign language programs
has become a national and
world-wide concern," Koester
noted. In 1975 as a part of the
Helsinki Agreement, the
United States agreed to
strengthen international
cooperation in many areas.
"As a part of that agreement,
we promised to explore ways
to increase enrollment in
foreign language programs."
The Department of
Education is making a
filmstrip available for com-
munity groups and
organizations interested in
learning more about the need
for foreign language
programs. The filmstrip was
produced by the Northeast
Conference on the Teaching of
Foreign Languages.
For information about the
filmstrip and foreign language
programs, write Anthony
Koester, Room 1819, Capital
Plaza Tower, Frankfort, Ky.
40601, or call (502) 564-2106.
Thomas Becket, archbishop
of Canterbury, was murdered
in his cathedral in 1170 by
order of Ming Henry II,4te
rec-orai suggest.
Saturday, Mardi U
Disco dance for all Mem-
bers and their guests of
Murray Moose Lodge No. 2011
will be held from 8 p.m. to
midnight at the lodge hall on
North 16th Street.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include Return
of the Winged Giants at 2 p.m.
at Center Station, Archaelogy
Weekend at Paris Landing
State Park, and Outdoor
Enrichment Series at Camp
Energy.
Sunday, April I
Mr. and Mrs. Garlon E.
Clark of Route 1, Puryear,
Tenn., will be honored on their
50th wedding anniversary
with a reception at the
Community Room of Hazel
Woman's Club Community
Center at the old high school
site from 2 to 4 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Eunice
Williams of Hazel Route 2 will
be honored on their 50th
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the Community
Room of the Dees Bank of
Hazel from 2 to 4 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include
Nature's Secrets at Center
Station at 2 p.m., Archaelogy
Weekend at Paris Landing
State Park, and Outdoor




The Murray Woman's Club will hold its annual March
general meeting on Saturday, March 31, at 9:30 a.m. at the
club house, according to Bonnie Jones, president, and Cecilia
Brock, first vice-president.
Special guests at the meeting will be the student con-
testants in the various club sponsored contests during the
year, according to Oneida Boyd, second vice-president and
general contest chairman. Also on display will be the art
items from the art contests.
Neva Grey Allbritten, chairman of the nominating com-
mittee, will present the slate of new officers to the mem-
bership. Sadie Nell Jones will give the invocation and lead
the pledges.
A business meeting will be conducted. Each department
chairman will give a report of the activities for the year.
Coffee and doughnuts will be served at 9:30 a.m. and the
meeting will start at 10 a.m. There will be no charge for the
morning meeting. The Creative Arts and Zeta Departments
will be hostesses for the general meeting.
Cumberland Presbyterian Women
Hold Meeting At The Lowe Home
The Cumberland
Presbyterian Women of the
North Pleasant Grove Church
met in the home of Mary Eva
Lowe on Friday, March 9.
Margaret Nell Boyd was in
charge of the program on
"The Deed of Love." A skit
was presented by Virginia
Jones and Dorothy Dean
Cochran.
A planned Bible study from
the book of Esther was given
by Mary Katherine Cain.
During the social hour gifts
GOODAYEAR
SERVICE STORES
were presented to Mrs. Lowe




Dean Lawson, Mildred Lowe,
Martha Franklin, Linda
Thornton, Cindy Hester, and
Gladys Wells, the latter a new
member.
The February meeting was
held at the home of Virginia
Jones with Mary Lowe as
program leader and Martha
Franklin leading the Bible
study.
Zero Agha, who diod in an Istanbul, Turkey, hospital in








* Pier 1 will keep a list of decorative ac-
cessories personally selected by the
bride-to-be
*Free Gift for the Bride from Pier I
*Perfect & easy way to select & receive
unique shower gifts.
"Brides-To-Be- — Come in and select
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• Filter Flo® Reduces Lint on Clothes
• Regular/PermaPress Cycles
• 5 Temps./3 Water Levels
• Single Speed/Standard Load 2 Selected Colors Slightly Higher
ENJOY YOUR CREDIT POWER AT GOODYEAR
Goodyear Revolving Charge
• Flexible Pay Schedule • Monthly Statement
• Customer Identification CAR CARD for
convenience at any Goodyear Store countrywide
Goodyear Installment
Pay Plan
• Longer Terms Titan Avaoable on
Our Revolving Charge
• Monthly Statement • Low Monthly Payments
• It must be right
or we make it right








• 3 Drying Selections
• Easy to Reach Clean. Up-Front
Lint Filter
• "On" Indicator Light
199Selected ColorsSlightly Higher







• 30W Wide, 66" High
• 4.67 Cu. Ft. Freezer
• Saves Energy & Money





• Automatically Adjusts Color
Picture Before You See It
• Constant Adjust to Room Light
• Longlasting, 100% Solid State
• Easy-Repair Modular Chassis







• BSR Record Change t Diamond
Stylus, Cue/Pause Lever
• AM/FM/FM-Stereo Receiver





Black & White TV
Model 0105/6/7
• Quick-On Picture
• Set & Forget Volume
• Molded-In Carrying Handle







• Automatic Color Control
• Defined, Brilliant Color
• Cool, Longlasting Solid State






• Single-Knob Electronic Tuning
No Separate UHF
• Automatically Adjusts Color
Picture Before You See It
• Constant Adjust to Room Light
• Solid State/Easy-Repair
$619 P
Uwe Manager Robert B. Nedelek, Jr.
Goodyear Service Store
Stars Bears: 13S a.. until 149 p, Silly - 'pea Friday Until 11011 p.n.
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Opinion Page
EDITORIAL
A Hidden Raise For
Federal Workers?
One aspect of "real wage in-
surance" that has largely
escaped attention is the benefit
it would provide to federal
workers. Federal employees
have been held to a 5.5 percent
pay increase in fiscal 1979, en-
ding September 30 of this year.
But now President Carter has
asked for a "real wage in-
surance" tax credit plan to
compensate worker for in-
flation rates over 7 percent.
Only workers who receive
raises of less than 7 percent
would be eligible. This category
would definitely include over 4
million civilian and military
employees, from Army
privates to the commander-in-
chief, as well as 535 U.S.
Senators and Representatives
who would get to vote on the
real wage insurance plan.
The credit would be a per-
centage of the first $20,000 of
wages; the percentage would
equal the difference between
the actual inflation rate (up to
10 percent) and 7 percent. Thus
a worker earning $20,000 in 1979
would receive an extra $100 if
Kentucky Closeup
inflation turns out to be 7.5 per-
cent, as the Administration
forecasts, or $600 if inflation
hits 10 percent.
The Chamber of Commerce
of the United States, which op-
poses the "real wage in-
surance" proposal, has
estimated the cost of this hid-
den pay raise for federal
workers: anywhere from $500







By GEORGE W. HACKETT
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Inside the
century-old building, the wine has been
sleeping like a hibernating bear.
The only interruptions come when
Bill Pease enters to check the tem-
perature and do a few housekeeping
chores.
"I believe in letting a wine age
quietly," he explained. "You can't rush
the process, or fool around with Mother
Nature, and expect to turn out a
product that has dignity."
His schedule changes in mid-April
when the Colcord Winery, the first to be
licensed in Kentucky, opens its doors at
Paris and invites the public to inspect
the operation.
"Our business has been growing
steadily since we sold that first bottle in
November 1977," said Pease. "We've
had calls from out-of-state people
wanting us to ship to them by the
truckload, but that's more than we can
handle. Besides, were doing pretty
well here."
There are five full-time employees
including Pease, the winemaker, but he
said "we add extra people during the
harvest season. It takes more
manhours per acre to bring in grapes
than it does burley tobacco."
The 37-acre Cane Ridge vineyards,
less than five miles away, are part of
the Bourbon County farm where
Carlton Colcord spent his boyhood.
Colcord, believing there was a place for
wine in the hearts of Kentucky bourbon
drinkers, decided to test his theory and
planted his first vines in 1970.
Three years after the harvest,
Colcord took his wine to Europe to see
how it would fare. There were no
complaints.
But, Pease recalled, "we had to wait
until the 1976 General Assembly
legalized small wineries before we
could get rolling."
The 20,000 vines at Cane Ridge are
pruned during the winter and tied to
their trellises by Eastertime, when the
growing season begins.
The grapes are harvested and
pressed by hand and sent to the winery
which made 7,000 gallons from the most
recent crop. That's about the
equivalent of 35,000 bottles of wine.
"We don't add sugar or water, a
common practice among some other
wineries, nor do we try to stabilize the
wine with harsh treatments to add to
their life on the shelf," Pease said.
He said it usually takes two or three
years for white wines to peak while
some reds may go for eight years
Bible Thought
Chen
sales. The two methods of marketing created sharp differences
which resulted in a tragic conflict that subsequently broke out in
violence when neighbor was pitted against neighbor in a tobacco war.
By and by loaded tobacco wagons began to arrive at the chute
or for delivery at the prizery barns, huge buildings that clustered
east and west of the railroad tracks. The prizery should not be
confused with the factory. The prizery processed tobacco in hogs-
heads for shipment overseas for the greater part. The factory proc-
essed tobacco into plug and twist chewing tobacco, a limited
quantity for smoking purposes. Farmers bulked tobacco on wagons
as high as five feet and covered it with old quilts to maintain the
moisture for handling. It was not an unusual occasion to see wagons
lined up from the ra oad to the court square awaiting their turn
anfor unloading, my 
9
whk their h had left homes the previous day
-
to get in line early:- Buyers at the chute would bid on the crops,
and more often than not, the bidding was rigged to the disadvantage
of the farmer but to an understanding between buyers. However,
the farmer had little alternative but to sell at whatever price he
was offered for the next year's pair of overalls or a bolt of calico
for the women folks depended upon the cash received.
The average farmer raised 4 to 14 acres, depending on the size
of the family from four years up and the total cash received would
be $200 or $300, subtracting the expenses incurred in fertilizer,
canvas, etc., the net would be less than $100 and oftentimes less
than $50 for a sharecropper. Of course, the amounts varied accord-
ing to the acreage and quality. Admittedly, the returns were meager.
THE TOBACCO PRIZERY
First, let's take a stroll through the prizeries, the huge barns
along the tracks. Tobacco was hand-lifted from the wagon, placed
on rolling trucks, pushed into the building, and nested down in huge
build as high as 10 feet, awaiting a later date for processing into
hogsheads, a procedure requiring several months to execute but
and began 
fulfilled by late August. The Griffin & Pitt tobacco priz,ery worked
and preached unto him as much as 16 million pounds in a single season, approximately one







It we love the Lord, we are eager
to tell someone else about him. Ts Be Continued
before reaching maturity. "A lot
depends upon the way the wine is made.
And a lot depends upon what God gives
us each year in the way of grapes."
Pease said more and more drinkers
are switching to wine but "we can't be
blamed for the slump in bourbon sales.
Vodka killed the bourbon industry."
He said the $5 price tag on a bottle of
wine "doesn't seem excessive to us.
Consider the overhead. A lot of money
is invested in expensive equipment that









A Teacher Read A Book Aloud,
And Made A Reader Out Of Her
In the years during World War II,
Modelle Miller Outland was teaching
school at Lynn Grove.
One of her students was Maxine
Crouch, daughter of Fleetwood and
Loujennie Crouch, who still live in Lynn
Grove. Maxine went on to graduate
from Murray State, marry and to
become a teacher herself.
Today, Mrs. Maxine Bell, she lives in
Lancaster, N.Y., near Buffalo, where
she is a library - media specialist at an
elementary school. She has written an
article entitled, "birth of a reader,"
telling how Mrs. Outland, who died in •
November of 1977, inspired her, as a
child in her class, to become a reader.
The article appeared in the February
issue of "Early Times," a Connecticut
based magazine for teachers of
preschool through grade three.
I asked the publisher, Allen A.
Raymond, for permission to reproduce
Mrs. Bell's article so her Calloway
County friends as well as those of Mrs.
Outland's could see it. He said okay Just
so I included this statement:
"Reprinted with permission of the
publisher, Allen Raymond, Inc.,
Darien, Conn. 06820. From the
February 1979 issue of Early Times."
There's the statement and here's Mrs.
Bell's article, "birth of a reader."
+++
"A major purpose in reading aloud to
children is to introduce them to the idea
that books are an important and
pleasurable part of life." Those words
seemed to jump from the page, the way
words do when they strike a certain
The Story Of
Calloway County
1822-1976 By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Sepyriglit, 157/
SELLING OF THE CROP
+ 444-44-4-54-44-4-•
memory cell or bring into focus some
idea that's been floating around in one's
head for years.
'That was it all right. That was what
a teacher had done for me. She read
aloud every afternoon and I discovered
books were pleasurable. You see, I
grew up hating books and reading.
Don't ask me why. My mother had been
a teacher; a very good one, I'm told.
She liked books. My brothers devoured
those famous Big-Little Books and
comics by the hour. We had newspapers
and magazines in our home. It's true
that my elementary school didn't have
a library, but we did have books in the
classroom and teachers read to us.
"It wasn't that I couldn't read; I
could read just fine. I just didn't love
doing it. My two best friends loved to
read and when they wanted to get rid of
me they looked at each other and said,
'let's read.' It was a sure way to send
me packing. Another friend in third
grade discovered fairy tales and
couldn't read enough of them. To me,
they seemed like a perfect waste of
time. Life wasn't like that and I knew it.
"Today, schools spend a lot of time
and effort helping children enjoy books
and reading. But when I grew up and
went to elementary school, a child who
didn't read for pleasure wasn't con-
sidered a problem or reason for con-
cern. Since it didn't bother me and I
wasn't having trouble with my school
work, I suppose I could have gone on
forever thinking books were just for
lessons and book reports. Thank
goodness a teacher read a book aloud
that turned me on.
"I can still remember the feeling I
had years ago as I sat there every day
after lunch listening to the teacher read
aloud.
"Almost all the criteria for a good
reading-aloud program were missing
from that experience. We certainly
didn't have an area set apart where we
found cozy spots to listen — no pillows,
rugs DT mats. The book that I
remember so well was much to long to
read aloud to a class. It was almost
overly sentimental, lacked pictures and
Buyers of tobacco looked over the leaf in the barn during the if the teacher gave an introduction, I've
since forgotten it.winter and haggled with the farmers for his crop. Upon agreement long 
"I have no idea why the teacher read
a contract was signed for delivery. In due time, growers entertained---"Th.\ to us, or why she selected that par-
the belief, with much justification, that a competitive market was ticular book. Perhaps she felt we
more desirable, thus evolved the chute on Maple Street for tobacco needed a time to cool down after a busy
lunch hour before we settled down to
the real business of learning. Whatever
her reason, there we sat. One wooden
desk right behind the other; each desk
screwed to the wooden floor.
"She must have liked that book to
read all 477 pages of it. It certainly
wasn't an easy book to read aloud. It
would not be included in an elementary
collection today, and wasn't considered
a child's book when I listened so en-
thralled 35 years ago. Yet, when a
professor in children's literature class
asked what book we remembered most _
from our childhood or what book really
started us down the road of reading for
fun, I knew which book it was for me.
The professor made an interesting
suggestion: go back and read that same
book again, looking at it from an adult's
viewpoint this time.
"When I reread the book, I was
aghast. Could a teacher really read that
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book to a class of children? Did she
read all of it? Read the whole thing
aloud? The book may have left a mark
on our literary heritage and it may still
be of interest to social historians. But to
use it as a book to read aloud to
elementary children — never.
"I know a dozen reasons why it would
be considered a poor choice to read
aloud, but I'm enterruilly grateful that a
teacher read it to my class. What she
did led me to find a book that was im-
portant. It lifted me right out of my
world and dropped me down in another
one.
"I'm also grateful that we didn't have
to write a book report or discuss it with
the class. I didn't want to share that
story with anyone. My feelings about it
belonged to me and I needed time to
live with them for a while. I didn't want
to analyze the characters or even draw
a large size mural showing the main
theme. I'm glad we didn't have to write
a paragraph on 'What I Learned from
the Story' because, although I didn't
recognize it at the time, what I really
learned was that books are wonderful
once you find just the right one for you.
"The book? 'Uncle Tom's Cabin.'
"I know — it's a book that no teacher
would ever read to her class today. For
obvious reasons. But this was 35 years
ago, a different sort of world with
different values and perceptions.
Anyway, the title of the book really
doesn't matter. The important thing is
that once a teacher read a book aloud to
me.. .and it made a reader out of me."
Funny
Funny World
Iowa City — Between the antiseptic
smell, squirming children, out-of-date
magazines and downright fear, a visit
to the dentist is a nervewracking ex-
perience for many people.
But researchers at the University of
Iowa College of Dentistry think they
have found a way to help ease those
tensions — movies in the waiting room.
In a recent study, researchers found
new dental patients were less nervous
after viewing video tapes while waiting
for their appointments. Although it's
not like watching "Gone With the
Wind," or "Star Wars," the Iowa
researchers say viewing a pleasant
experience beforehand can make
facing the dentist and his shiny in-
struments a lot easier.
(Iowan I
Letter To The Editor
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
A trailer, owned by Larry Nance of
Rolling Acres Trailer court, located
east of Murray. was completely
destroyed by fire yesterday about 5:30
p.m.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Margie
Dene Fowler, 37
The Board of Commissioners of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospial and
Convalescent Division announced today
that effective April 1969 there will be a
rate increase for rooms.
Airman Ronald 0. Burrow, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Alvin Burrow, has completed
basic training at !Ackland Air Force
Base, Texas, and has been assigned to
Chanute Air Force Base, Ill.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Bynum on March 26,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Grogan
on March 26.
Chuck Simons, Jim Frank, and Terry
Shelton were members of the trio who
played background music for the Style
Show by the Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club on March 18.
Mrs. Vernor Shown was soloist.
20 Years Ago
A. Carman who will retire July 1 as
head of the Agriculture Department of
Murray State College was honored last
night when over 150 persons gathered at
Kenlake Hotel to observe the 23 years
he has contributed to the growth and
development of the Agriculture
Department at MSC. He will be suc-
ceeded by E. B. Howton as department
head.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Eunice
Luther, 72.
Eurell D. Wilson, Fireman First
Class, USN, son of Mrs. G. H. Wilson,
returned to Key West, Fla., aboard the
submarine tender USS Howard W.
Gilmore which participted in the
Navy's annual winter exercise in the
Caribbean.
Donna Grogan, Betty Hart, Mary
Erwin, Jimmy Olila, Ann Wrather,
Sandra Hamrick, Lochie Bell Overbey,
and Sandy Lilly, students at Murray
High School, participated in the annual
speech festival held at Murray State
College. Mrs. Buron Jeffrey is speech
coach at MHS.
The Murray Knights lost to Beardsley
Chevrolet in the finals of the Atomic
Valley Independent Basketball
Tournament played at Carlisle County
Orrn.
Ground beef is listed at 49 cents per
pound in the ad for Kroger this week.
30 Years Ago
The residents of Orchard Heights,
veterans housing unit at Murray State
College, are going all out in a contest to
improve living conditions there. Special
prizes have been donated by local
persons for the special contest.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mollie
Brandon, 85.
Mrs. Whitt Imes, Miss Judy
Allbritten, and Harry Miller of the
Murray Hospital will attend the annual
convention of the Kentucky Hospital
Association to be held at Louisville.
Members of the cast of the play,
"Under Western Skies,- to be
presented April 1 by the sophomore
class of Lynn Grove High School in-
clude Gene Summers, Rob Brown,
Carolyn Hughes, Kenneth Murdock,
Tommy Lawrence, Evon Breedlove,
Hilda Suggs, Rachel Brandon, Beauton
Suiter, Patricia Morton, Betty
Underwood, and Phillip Murdock.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Snyder on March 22, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Burd on
March 23, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
White on March 26, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James McDougal on March 27.
Mr. and Mrs. G. D. Johnson have
returned home after spending two
months in Orlando, Fla.
Would We Kill Christ?
Dear Editor:
Would we kill Christ again'
If there should be a second coming
would there not be soon a second
crucifixion'
I wonder. I wonder how we today
would regard and treat this man with
His strange and frightening and im-
practical doctrines of human behavior
and relationships. Would we believe
and follow, any more than the masses
of people in His day as a cowardly
pacifist because He urges us not to
resist evil?
Would not the nationalists among us
attack Him as a dangerous in-
ternationalist because He tells us we
are all of one flesh?
Would not the liberals among us
dismiss Him as a dreamy vagabond
because He advises us to take no
thought for the morrow, to lay up no
treasures upon earth/
Would not the wealthy among us
castigate Him as a trouble maker
radical because He bars the rich
from entering the kingdom of heaven?
Would not those among us denounce
--Him as-a ranting heretic beeause H.
----cuts through the cards of ritual and
commands us only to love God and our
neighbors/
Would not the sentimentalists among
us deride Him as a cynic because He
warns us that the way to salvation is
narrow and difficult/
Would not the puritans among us
despise and reject Him because He eats
and drinks with publicans and sinners
preferring the company of winetidders
and hariots to that of "respectable"
church members'
Would not the sensual among us scorn
Him because He fasts for 40 days in the
desert neglecting the needs of the body?
Would not the proud and important
among us laugh at Him when He in-
structs the 12 disciples that he who
would be "first" should be the one to
take the role of the least and serve all?
Would not the worldly wise and
educated among us be aghast to hear
that we cannot be over deceptive, we
become as children and that a little
child shall lead us/
Would not each of us in his own way
find some part of this man's saying and
doing to be so threatening to our ways
of life, so much at odds with our rooted
beliefs, that we could not tolerate Him
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$2595 4 Ft $2395
$4.00 extra for assembly
Shop Uncle Jeff's All New Sporting Goods Dept. For All Your Hunting
& Fishing Needs. Shop & Compare, You'll Find We Have The Lowest
Prices Anywhere.
















Rei! $14q fi6 13900
Zebco Rod & Reel Combination
$1 657
Use Uncle Jeff's easy lay-away plan or Uncle Jeff's will finance any item
throtIghout the store S50.00 or more from 1 month to 36 months to pay,
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MURAL MAKING — Mrs. Janice Stubblefield's third grade class at Last Elemen-
tary recently studied the story -A Great Day in Ghana." This is a story about how
a boy helps to celebrate his country's day of independence, March 6. It was com-
pared by the class to how Americans celebrate fuly 4. The students made a
mural as a follow-up activity to this story. Pictured from left to right are DeAnn
McCuiston and Beth Boaz.
PAINTING — Two students in Mrs. Diana Brown's art
class at East Elementary are shown here using acrylic
paint to paint pictures they had drawn. From left to
right are Lori Morgan and Shelia McClure.
SKILIS SERIES — Third grade students are shown here using the Barnell Loft
Specific Skill Series. There are eight categories which aid in the teaching of the
bask reading skills. Each of these categories are divided into approximately six
levels. Shown here are from left to right ferry Chadwick Bryan Underhill, Shan-
non McCleod, Paula Tipton and Grace Curd.
REMEDIAL READING — The Language Master System is one of the many aids
students in remedial reading use. This system is a totally involving learning
process which uses sight, speech, touch and hearing to teach word recognition,
phonics and many other reading skills. Shown here, left to right, are Todd Griggs
and Jimmy Cole.
ASVIRMG.
How big is a "large" loan?
Try one of ours for size.
One person's "small" loan is
another person's "large" loan, so
we avoid fitting our customers
into categories.
We make all kinds of loans. To
all kinds of people. For all kinds
of reasons.
And we lend really big amounts
to homeowners, based on their equity.
That's the difference between how
much your house is worth, and how
much you still owe on it.
If you're looking for a loan.
take a close look at our chart.









$2,500 $ 73.17 48 $3,512.16 17.80%
$3.000 5 8713 48 $4,206.24 17.69%
$3,500 $ 90 41 60 $5,424 60 18.80%
$4,000 $103.23 60 $6,193 80 18.76%





Olty're gut yrior loan
SKILLS LAB — Steven Sanders and April Scarbrough are pictured
usi4 the BM Comprehension Skills Laboratory. This lab is divided
into four major sections: information skills,, organization skills,
generalization skills and evaluation skills. Each of these sections
provides instruction in the given area using a variety of related
subskill objectives and learning techniques.
Remedial Reading At East
The remedial reading program at East Elementary School
provides etniente with extra help in readheg outside of their
regular deoreem. The swam of this program at East is
because el the cowries* Marts tithe principal, classroom
teachers and the ressedini roseing teacher.
Skills that are strained hi remedial reading include com-
prehension, oral reading, word recognition, listening and
phonics. All the materials in the reading program are in-




STUDYING — Stuart Armstrong and Missy Tucker are shown here using
the Troll Vocabulary Skills Program. This program is designed to help
students expand their vocabularies. It helps them learn more about words














Large 47-in, fine furniture cabinet
25-in, color console TV with
twin speakers Reg. 629.95 Spr. '79 Gen.
8*
+ FREE $10 CrFitTII:i CATE
Easy-to-use 16 stitch flat-
bed sewing machine
Was 149.95 Spr. '79 Gen.
















39988*+ FREE $25MERCH. CERTIFICATE
Memosy touch microwave
oven with 3-stage cooking






Except on 4058,11058 YOUR CHOICE
#4539, 8838
CUT $50 13 cu. ft. upright 15 cu.
ft. chest bi-level
YOUR CHOICE 24988* Was 299.95 #4329, 8529 Spr 79 Gen
CUT $51 Deluxe 15 cu. ft.
upright. Roomy 18 cu. ft. chest
CUT $70 Full featured 16 cu. ft.
upright. Tr -level 23 cu. ft. chest
YOUR CHOICE 33988* Was 409 95
.t4969, 8969 Spr '79 Can
SPECIAL BUY! 5 cu. ft.
















TV is loaded with extras













Gas Dryer 840 More
7-cycle washer 4-cycle elec. dryer
Water Saver Control Auto time & temp
Load compensator cycles
126988* cc''''" 4(488*slo More + 
+ FREE $15 + FREE $10
MERCHANDISE CERTIFICATES
as low as
SERVICE NAT ION IN SIRE—
I-Certificate Explanation: A Special Truckload Sale Merchandise Certificate in the denom-
ination specified will be given on applicable appliance purchases, March 29, 30. 31, 1979 at
the Wards Catalog Store or Sales Agency listed below. The sales unit will notify the cus-
tomer when the Certificate arrives from the nearest Catalog Distribution Center, upon
verification of sale and customer receipt of qualifying merchandise. The Special Truckload
Sale Merchandise Certificate is redeemable on any subsequent Catalog purchase made
before 7/25/79. at any Wards Catalog Store or Sales Agency.
EVERY APPLIANCE IN THE STORE IS ON SALE!
TYPICAL EXAMPLES...MANY MORE TO CHOOSE FROM RIMI
phone 753-1966 B & V Agency
We Service What We Sell
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Murray State catcher David Orem tags out Missouri's Ed Woelvl in the sixth inning of Wednesday's game. Orem took the
throw from centerfielder Tony Threatt. Missouri scored eight times, though, to beat the 'Breds. Staff photo by Tony WiLson
'Breds Limited To Four Singles
As Missouri Takes 8-0 Triumph
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
With the game over, and
is Murray State a loser in for the
only the second time in 11
games, Missouri left the field.
But Murray didn't.
The batting cage was rolled
out, and players began taking
practice swings. "We're just








Choose the one best




for all Sears shocks
Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Your Money Back
Sears








and Brown today in a twinbill.
The first game began at 1 p.m.
Murray's loss to Missouri,
runnerup in the Big Eight
Conference last season, broke
a six-game winning streak,
but Reagan feels the 'Breds
have been somewhat for-
tunate to win as much as they
have thus far.
"We were hitting the first
three or four games, but we've
since slumped off," he said.
"Our pitching and our defense
have been good, though."
Murray was limited to four
hits Wednesday against
Mizzou righthander Rob Sch-




walked eight and were rattled
for 12 hits. Missouri broke
open a 1-0 contest in the sixth
by scoring seven times over
the next three innings.
In the Missouri sixth, Ed
Weolbel doubled home two
runs, and in the seventh, a
fielders' choice and a single
provided two more tallies.
In the eighth, Jim English
doubled across Missouri's
final runs. -
Only once did a Murray
runner advance as far as
second base. That came in the
third inning, -Alit second
baseman Doran Perdue
walked and reached second on
a wild pitch. But Steve Sen-
cibaugh flied out to end the
inning.
Perdue rapped two of the
'Breds' four hits. Greg Tooley
and centerfield Tony Threatt
each singled.
Murray hitters also hit into
three double plays. In the





"They (the hitters) are
pressing at the plate," said
Reagan. "If I knew for sure
why, I would be making a lot
of money. One reason may be
Bowie Decides
the pressure they feel.
"I think they are aware that
past teams here have been




Hopkins went hitless in four
trips to the plate, snapping his
five-game hitting streak.
Righthander David Brad-
ford and lefty Mike
Grieshaber were scheduled on
the mound for Murray today.
Missouri I. Murray 0
ab h
Perdue, 23 4 2 (1
Sencibaugh, as 4 0 0
Fehn, rf 4 00
Coartri/,3b 3 00
3 1 0
flouting, db 3 00
Threatt, cf 3 1 0
Wagoner, lb 2 0 0
Orem, e 2 0 0
Totals TS 40
Missouri 37 12
Missouri 010 002 no- 12 1
Murray 000 000 000- 4 1
ip r er h so bb hbl)
Buechel
IL, 2-1) 5213 3 3 7 0 3 0
Bourland 2/3 1 1 0 ) 3 0
Byrd 22/3 4'4 5 1 2 0
Sefunidt ( M) 9 0 0 4 1 1 1
Error - Send bough
Nation's Most Sought-After Prep
Star Says He Will Attend Kentucky
By the Associated Press
LEBANON, Pa. — Sam
Bowie, the nation's most
recruited high school
basketball player and the
NCAA's choice as the out-
standing schoolboy player this
season, has decided to attend
the University of Kentucky.
Lebanon High Coach Chick
Hess said Wednesday that the
7-foot-1 Bowie had picked
Harlem
Globetrotters
TUESDAY - 7:30 PM
MURRAY STATE FIELDHOUSE
admission: reserved $6.00 (children 12 & under $4.00)
g.a. WOO (children 12 & under $3.00)
On sale: Murray Peoples Rank (Downtown). Bank of
Murray (Downtown) and Dennison &
Hunt Sporting Goods
Rank of Benton (Renton), Gatlin's Music Center
(Paducah). Sultiyan's Drug Store (Par's) and
Hunts Athletic Supply (Mayfield)
INf ORMATION: (Murray) 253-11355
Coach Joe Hall's Wildcats
from among more than 400
colleges and universities that
had attempted to recruit him.
Hess said Bowie would sign
a letter of intent with the
Southeastern Conference
school on April 11, the national
signing date.
Hall said he planned to talk
with Bowie tonight at the
Capital Classic in Landover,
Md.
"All I've • got is what
(newspaper) people have told
me," Hall said Wednesdsay.
"We're very happy, but I can't
make any official statement
until I've talked with Sam.
"He's on his way to
Washington to take part in the
Capital Classic, so I haven't
had a chance to talk with
Hall said the announcement
caught him by surprise,
although he had expected
Bowie to make a decision
soon.
"I think it'll take the
pressure off him so he can
enjoy playing in the all-star
games," Hall said. "I think he
wanted to get it over with
before he went to
Washington."
Bowie is the fifth high school
star to give Kentucky a
commitment, following guard
Dirk Minniefield of Lexington
Lafayette and forwardf
  -et .'BrIetti4
I.
Mirrray Ledger & Times
Paparella, Sullivan Submit
Grid Resignations; Spring
Practice To Begin Monday
Tenn., Charles Hurt of Shelby
County and Tom Heitz of
Hamilton, Ind.
Asked why Bowie had
selected Kentucky, Hess
replied, "Because it's
everything he wanted. It's a
major university. He has a
chance to win the national
championship. They have
enthusiastic fans. He'll have
good coaching. He'll have
good facilities. And he won't
be too far from home."
Bowie averaged 28 points
and 18 rebounds per game for
Lebanon, a school in
southeastern Pennsylvania.
He blocked 160 shots and
earned a reputation on the
court as the intimidator.
Hall undoubtedly realizes
the potential he has acquired
in Bowie. But Hess'
description of his giant star
may surpass even Hall's
expectations.
"You have a man who is 7-
feet tall, can dribble the ball
from one end of the court to
the other and can shoot 20-to
25-foot jumpers. He's quick.
He's coordinated. He has all
the tools. He's a complete
player," Hess said in a
telephone interview.
With Bowie in the fold,
Hall's Wildcats appear
destined to regain the
dominant position they held in




Dino Paparella and John
Sullivan, Murray State
assistant football coaches for
the past year, have announced




Paparella, who coaches the
offensive line, is effective
April 1, while that of Sullivan,
who coaches the linebackers,
is effective June 30.
"It's common to lose
people," said head coach Mike
Gottfried, when asked if the
loss of the two coaches would
hamper the Racer program.
"We just have to hope we can
get some good replacments."
Paparella was center and
guard coach at Louisiana
State before accepting the
Murray post. He was an of-
fensive guard at Michigan
State, where he graduated in
1966. Before going to ISU, he
was head coach at Free
Academy High School in
Elmira, N.Y.
Later, he became graduate
assistant at Michigan State,
line coach at Cincinnati and
freshman coach at Cornell.
Sullivan was a coach at
Jacksonsville State before
coming to Murray. Prior to
that post, he was head coach
at LaRue County High School,
where he plans to return as
assistant principal.
"I think John wants a
postion with a little more
security," said Gottfi ied, who
finished 4-7 in his first season
as Murray State coach last
season.
PaparelLs's plans are in-
complete, but he will likely
stay in the football coaching
ranks, a university
spokesman said.
Though Gottfried said that
candidates are now being
considered for the positions,
he declined to disclose any
names.
Spring football practice for
the Racers begins Monday,
and Gottfried says he will
place the emphasis on "being
better at we are doing" during
Murray's 20 allotted days of
workouts.
The Racers' roster includes
105 candidates, including 27
returning linemen arid several
impressive transfers.
"We have laid down a
philosophy to the players and
we hope to take a relaxed
attitude toward the spring and
concentrate on adapting our
personnel to that philosophy,"
said Gottfried.
With a collection of new
faces on the squad, Gottfried
will chart their progress as he
attempts to fill voids created
by the loss of 18 lettermen.
"We need to improve our
performance on defense,"
said Gottfried. "We will also
take a close look at our
quarterback situation and




50 gallons of gas FREE when
you purchase new van, April
2 - April 14.
Buying a new van requires an investment and a lot of thought. We firmly
believe you should drive and compare before you make your decision. Quality
craftsmanship, a wide variety choice of floor plans, and top quality interior
appointments are the features van purchasers look for, and the Chevrolet
Vans have just that. We have a good selection of Chevrolet Vans to choose
from so why not come out and test drive a new 1979. .. BUILT THE WAY YOU 
WANT IT!
Vacation 0 n Wheels
Go In STYLE and COMFORT
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Murray High's scheduled
season-opening baseball game
against Fulton County today
at Ty Holland Stadium has
been postponed because of wet
grounds.
The Tigers, last year's First
Region champions, are
scheduled to face Lyon County
in a doubleheader Saturday.





GAINESVILLE , Fla. —
Richard Charleston, a
member of the Murray State
men's track team, ran a
personal best of 14:25.8 to win
the open division of the 5000
meters Wednesday at the
Florida Relays.
Greg Tooley connects on a pitch during Wednesday's game against Missouri at Reagan Field. Tooley singled, but Murray
State lost 8-0. Staff photo by Tony Wilson
Yankees Tabbed For Top Spot
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
The rich got richer in the
American League East over
the winter as owner George
Steinbrenner sought to solidify
the New York Yankees' hold
on baseball's world cham-
pionship.
The Yankees dipped into the
free agent marketplace,
adding two important veteran
pitchers — Tommy John and
Luis Tiant.
John is important because
he throws a devastating sinker
and will fit right in with the
spacious dimensions of
Yankee Stadium. Tiant is
important because by signing
him for New York, Stein-
brenner took a psychological
swipe at Boston, where the
veteran right-hander was one
of the most popular members
of the team.
The Red Sox, as usual, seem
a little short on pitching,
especially with Tiant gone.
They also are deeply con-
cerned about the condition of
catcher Carlton Fisk's elbow.
Baltimore and Milwaukee
could make it tight at the top
of the division, with Detroit
and Cleveland still a year or
two away and Toronto
bringing up the rear.








With the addition of John
and Tiant, the Yankee pit-
ching picture is crowded. Cy
Young Award winner Ron
Guidry, 20-game winner Ed
Figueroa and Catfish Hunter
are the other starters, with
Third In A Series
Jim Beattie, Ken Clay and
Dick Tidrow available for spot
duty. Rich Gossage is the No. 1
man out of the bullpen with
left-hander Paul Mirabella,
acquired from Texas, to share
the work.
Manager Bob Lemon's




Dent and third baseman Graig
Nettles are all potent hitters
and defensive standouts. The
outfield Is crowded with
newcomer Juan Beniquez
likely to push Roy White for
the starting job in left field.
Mickey Rivers is in center and
Reggie Jackson in right, with
Paul Blair, Lou Piniella and
Jay Johnstone all available.
One of them will be the
designated hitter. Thurman
Munson is the catcher.
Milwaukee made an in-
teresting run at the top under
first year Manager George
Bamberger a year ago. The
Brewers were contenders with
no help from one of their best
pitchers, Moose Haas, who
was sidelined by arm
problems. He's back this
season, joining 20-game

























ral rattan with striking
black trim. Lightweight,
versatile style for den, deck
or patio.
Direct Import Trio* . $29.99
Sorsenson and Bill Travers.
The Brewers also added two
other pitchers, signing free
agent Jim Slaton and trading
for veteran Reggie Cleveland.
Offensively, you don't have
to worry about the Brewers.
They led the league in seven
hitting departments last
season and the lineup packs
plenty of punch with out-
fielders Larry Hisle, Gorman
Thomas, Sixto Lezcano and
Ben Oglivie, and an infield
composed of Sal Bando or Don
Money, Robin Yount, Paul
Molitor and Cecil Cooper.
Charlie Moore and Buck
Martinez divide the catching,
with Ray Fosse also available.
The Boston Red Sox,
frustrated by two near-misses
at the division title in the last
two seasons, did nothing to
improve their outlook this
year.
That means, with Tiant
gone, the pitching burden falls
squarely on the shoulders of
Mike Torrez, Andy Hassler
and 20-game winner Dennis
Eckersley. Manager Don
Zimmer would like to move
Bob Stanley out of the bullpen
to pick up the slack but he
won't be able to unless
reliever Bill Campbell's arm
comes back. Tom Burgmeier
and Dick Drago are the other
bullpenners.
Fisk's elbow has been a
spring training headache and
may force rookie Gary
Allenson into the starting
lineup. Svelte George Scott is
at first base with Jerry Remy
and Rick Burleson a slick
second-short combination and
Butch Hobson, coming off
elbow surgery, back at third.
Carl Yastrzemski, Fred Lynn
and MVP Jim Rice are the
regular outfielders with
Dwight Evans also available
to share that work and DH
duties.
If Baltimore Manager Earl
Weaver has anything to say
about it, the Orioles will, as
usual, be a contender with
some solid talent.
The pitching, once more,
centers around perennial 20-
game winner Jim Palmer.
Behind him are Mike
Flanagan, Scott McGregor,
Dennis Martinez and free
agent pickup Steve Stone, with
Tippy Martinez, Don
Stanhouse and Joe Kerrigan
ticketed for the bullpen.
Ken Singleton, Al Bumbry
and Larry Harlow are the
likely outfield starters, with
first baseman Eddie Murray,
Rich Dauer at second, Mark
Belanger at shortstop and
third baseman Doug DeCinces
manning the infield. Rick
Dempsey is the catcher and
Lee May handles DH duties.
Detroit has a new manager
ATTENTION
TRUCKERS!!!
Colonial is in need of owner/operator or operation with drivers, due
to increase in business and additional authority.
From Murray, Ky. and West Tenn. We are now operating drive in as
well as refrigerated vans..
If you have a late model, 3 axle diesel, sleeper cab tractor and have a
driver at least 25 years of age with a minimum of 2 years over the road
experience and a good background, then do yourself a favor and con-
tact Carl 1141cArlde (901t784-4951 at Harnbolt, Tn.
and Les Moss brings with him
a positive attitude. "I think
the Tigers have a good chance
to make a run for the pennant
in 1979," he said.
For that to happen, Detroit
needs a healthy Mark
Fidrych. The Bird had a few
tentative flights during spring
training, but Moss isn't
counting on him immediately
and has pencilled in a starting
rotation of Dave Ftozema,
Jack Billingham, Milt Wilcox
and Kip Young, with John
Hiller and newcomer Aurelio
Lopez in the bullpen.
The Tigers have some ex-
citing young talent in their
lineup, headed by first
baseman Jason Thompson,
rookie of the year Lou
Whitaker at second, shortstop
Alan Trammell and outfielder
Steve Kemp. Ron LeFlore and
newly acquired Jerry Morales
complete the outfield, with
Aurelio Rodriguez or Phil
Mankowski at third base and
Lance Parrish and Milt May'
to share the catching.
Moss must find a designated
hitter now that :Rusty Staub
fulltime restaur. ur.
has decided t‘ become a
Cleveland, a disappointing
sixth last season, has added
speed and power this time
around. The Indians should
score some runs. How far they
can go will depend on a
relatively inexperienced
pitching staff.
The Indians picked up
muchtraveled slugger Bobby
Bonds and third baseman
Toby Harrah from Texas over
the winter. Those two, plus
Andre Thornton and Gary
Alexander give the Tribe
some long-bal), talent.








Ky. Lake 041 Co 61 35
M.F.A. Insurance 54 42
Harpole Grocery & Hardware 53 43
Shonaker Seed Co  44
McCuiston Auto & Elec. so 46
East Y Grocery 49 47
Paradise Kennel 464 494
Astro Car Wash 414 54,4
Key Cars Wi 57%
Lucky Seven 344 6144
HIGH TEAM GAME 1SC
East Y Grocery 591
McCuiston Auto & Eke 568
M. F Insurance 567
HIGH TEAM GAME (BC)
East Y Grocery 770
Paradise Kennel 763
McCuiston Auto & Elec 756
HIGH TEAM SERIES (SC)
M.F . A. Insurance  1636
East Y Grocery  1632
Harpole Groc. & Hardware  1618
HIGH TEAM SERIES (HC)
East Y Grocery 2184
Paradise Kennel 2181
lucky Seven 2179













HIGH IND. SERIES (BC)
Janice Hays 514
Karen McFerron ..
June (nrlson  574
HIGH AVERAGES
I Aga Smith  171




miry Heft  149
mule Clark  :41
Jane Perk‘ 140
Vickie Baker  140
Karen McFerron 138
N ...TrrttYlVrtztIVarell1M- -
JAM Mccu.Utoe.”•••••• • •••  131
baseman Duane Kuiper and
speedy Rick Manning in
center, should be strong. And
Ted Cox, who played little
after coming over from
Boston last year, could take
over in left.
Rick Waits, Mike Paxton
and former Texas phenom
David Clyde anchor the
starting staff. Len Barker —
live arm, questionable control
— Rick Wise and rookie Eric
Wilkins will battle for the
other spots. Victor Cruz,
obtained from Toronto,
figures to replace the
departed Jim Kern as top man
out of the bullpen.
The Blue Jays obtained
shortstop Alfredo Griffin from
Cleveland in the Cruz trade
and he is battling holdovers
Luis Gomez and Dave McKay
for a job in the middle of the
infield.
Umps Could Make A Big
Error, Bowie Kuhn Says
By DENNE H. FREEMAN
AP Sports Writer
DALLAS — Umpires will be
making a "serious mistake" if
they fail to go back to work by
the season-openers next week,
says Baseball Commissioner
Bowie Kuhn.
In his first at-length
statement on the umpires'
boycott of spring exhibition
games, Kuhn told national
broadcasters *ednesday at
their annual meeting that
baseball owners are ready in
case the arbiters stay away.
"We have plans for an
alternate approach. The
umpires would be making a
serious mistake if they do not
show up for work," he said.
"I hope these decent men
see the errors of their ways. It
is unfortunate we have the
problem we have, but in this
case they ( the umpires) are
way off base," added Kuhn.
Kuhn spoke to the National
Association of Broadcasters
as part of a panel that also
included National Basketball
Association Commissioner
Larry O'Brien and National
Football League Com-
missioner Pete Rozelle. Boone
Arledge, of ABC Sports,
moderated the panel.
The 51 umpires who work
for both the American League
and National League have yet
to sign their individual 1979
contracts. With the umpires
boycotting exhibition games,
substitute umpires have
worked the exhibition games
in Florida and Arizona.
The umpires want more
money and other im-
provements in a collective
bargaining agreement
negotiated last year. They are
in the second year of a five-
year agreement.
The owners asked a federal
judge to order the umps back
to work, but the judge
declined, saying he has no
authority to order them back.
"There is no question in my
mind they are entitled to
bargain as individuals," the
judge said Tuesday.
American League President
Lee MacPhail said: "If these
umpires do want to work for
us, we'll have to find umpires
who do. The season will open
on time, and we'll have um-
pires when it starts."
Umpire Bill Kunkel watched
an exhibition game between
Texas and Atlanta Wednesday
at Pompano Beach, Fla. He
said MacPhail sent him a
telegram which said: -If I
didn't sign my contract by
Friday, I would be out of a job.
I'm not going to sign unless he
gives me the money I want "
The starting salary for a
major league umpire is
$17,503 Kunkel makes $32,000





Association will conduct an
open meeting Monday at 7
p.m. in Room 103 of Faculty
Hall Building on the Murray
State campus.




Need some help finding the right
0 Easter gift for that special someone?
Your worries are over. Come by --al ...=.,. .i, ,',„......_ ....; .4. 1.
Allison's and let us help you select
1
 
the gift thats just right.
Free Gift Wrapping
ALLISON'S &
Downtown Murray Court Square
).J -




Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time deposits.
These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182) days). The minimum deposit
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount of $10,000 or
more. Federal regulations prohibit the compounding of interest on these
money market certificates. The interest rate is subject to change at maturity.
This 9.437% rate is effective on certificates purchased from now through
April 4, 1979.
WE HAVE A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF









3 months $100 5.5% 5.653%
1 or 2 years $1,000 6.0% 6.183%
21/2 or 3 years $1,000 6.5% 6.715%
4 years $1,000 7.25% 7.518%
6 years $1,000 1.50% 1.787%
8 or 10 years $1,000 7.15% 8.057%
Federal law requires a substantial interest penalty on amounts withdrawn before maturity amounting to for-












There was a tragic as well
as poignant note to the
courtside scene last Monday
night amid the wreckage of
Indiana State's shattered
perfect basketball record.
How can one forget the
lit Will Grim:ley
'..picture of Larry Bird, sitting
-Non the bench in utter dejec-
bn, his tears buried in a
tOwel? Yet it was an un-
derstandable reaction,
disappontment of a great
warrior who had fought his
Last battle and lost.
Less understandable was
his failure to tighten his jaw
and show up for the postgame
press conference — a slight
that reflected on his team, his
college and himself. He had
proved more accessible after
the Sycamores' first-game
victory.
His teammates showed, as
did the stout-hearted kids of
DePatil and Penn, whose hurt
and disappointment certainly
were as deep.
Excuse us if you think this is
a cry-baby whimper from a
wounded press. The media (a
ghastly label) have been
exposed to worse indignities
end survived. It is Bird's
right, as a free man in a free
society, to take the press or
leave it, except in this case
there are underlying
obligations.
In Bird's case, the most
demanding obligation is to
himself.
lie is a marvelous talent
with a fantastic future, if he
doesn't blow it. He has proved
himself one of the great
basketball performers of our
generation — a strong,
naturally gifted young player
capable of earning a king's
riches as a pro.
He hails from a rural
community, French Lick,
Ind., population about 1,000.
He preferred to remain in his
home state and play with a
relatively little known school
in Terre Haute. Almost solely
because of his skills, this team
swept through 33 games and
gained No.1 national ranking
before bowing to Michigan
State in the NCAA
No one ever accused the
"Bird" of being sophisticated.
Acclaim and myriad honors
fell upon him with such sudden
impact that he found it dif-
ficult to cope. As the No.1
college basketball player in
the nation, he was swooped
down upon by strangers from
evverywhere seeking to peek
into every nook of his life —
the price of fame.
This is a cynical and often
caustic world. Not every
report suited the young man's
fancy. He became bitter,
suspicious and — in the end —
a sullen recluse.
This majestic giant of a
man, although a campus idol,
shows no trace of being
spoiled. Misunderstood? Yes.
Arrogant? No. He plays the
game unselfishly. He fights
like a tiger. Teammates and
associates hold him in the
highest esteem.
The kink in his rugged ar-
mor is naivete. He must doff
the cloak of campus hero. He
must move into to the hard-
bitten world of pro sports —
perhaps as a million-dollar
bonus baby of the Boston
Celtics.
Now his skills go out on the
market shelf—to be admired,
bought and sold like a can of
beans. People who buy a ticket
feel he is part of their
property. He must relate. He
can't lock himself in an in-
visible isolation booth. He
can't be an island.
The above team won the American Bowling Congress Championship of Calloway and Marshall counties in a tournament
held recently at Corvette Lanes in Murray and Gateway Lanes in Draffenville. From left are Rick Cr, Ted Delaney,







departure of the National
Basketball Association club's
co-owner, John Y. Brown, as
"the best news I've heard all
year."
Brown announced Tuesday
that he was seeking the
Democratic nomination for
governor of Kentucky and
probably would sell his half-
ownership of the team to
partner Harry Mangurian.
Cowens said an owner
"should be compatible with a
general manager and coach,"
and he did not think that was
the case with Brown.
"I don't think the owner
should fool around with the
players. He should be involved
in what goes on in the office
and things like that," Cowens
said. "I don't think it's been an
ideal situation this year.
Sports At A Glance
NBA Standings
:•••. Pledienal Beekaini Aseseinans
At A Gimes
By The huseeMed Pram
• Itantere Csolaranee
Meath Maim
W L Pet. GB
, ,741.1111sliegiee Si X SO
risaidom 43 34 ail
Ng Jersey X 41 .417
Kew Tort 31 47 Jr
Bream X 47 173
Ceara' Maim
asa Aetoeio 44 32
Otlawtou 43 U
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Restimmon IV, New Jersey IM
Dowser Ill. Detroit Ill
Ptiladalphis 111, Chicago 36
leagge 136, Baton 117
km Asko& in, New Origami M
Mama iss, Homan 124
Phenix 112, Las Anoka Hi
Gabble State II/ Ransom City in, OT
heals 111, New Tart la
71mmilay's Gann
Portland at Cheramd, ( a)
Kansas CXy at km DMge, (a)
Frilaft Gems
Chicago at Beam (a)
Atlanta at New Jersey, (a)
lahmakee at larassm, (e)
Ckeretsmd at Pleedelpile. (a)
Poilleed at Likeable, (a)
Hemel= et km kiosks, (a)
Sim Diege at Dewar, (a)
Darla at Las Aspaiss, (a)
New 'fait at Gage IBMs, (a)
























Texas 4, Mesta 1
Detroit 4, &Louis 1
New Yu* (N) I, Loll Maas 4
Pittsburgh 1, Philedalphia
KAMM City 4, (hackman 3
Baltimore 3, Toronto 3
Boston 13, Chicago (A) 3
Cleveland 1, San Francisco 2
Minnesota 3, Neer York (A)
California vs. Milwaukee, canceled, rain
San Diego vs. Chime {, canceied, rain
Smith vs, Oakland, canceled, rain
Thnneley'eGeimeo
Minnesota vs. Atlanta "A" at West Palm
BeaciL
Atlanta "B" vs. Houston at Cocoa, Fla.
Starnala vs. New Tort ( N at St.Peter-
*burg, Fla.
Temavalliontreals tDaytana Barich,Fla
Philecialpidsve ancamatiat Tempe ,Fia.
Bakknore vs. Pittsburgh at Bradenton,
Fla.
Rawest:31y vs. Toronto at Flayers,
California vs. Cievelsod at Tucson, Aria.
San Dieser& iftweetliseatSon City, Ariz.
Oakland vs. Smith at Tempe, Aria.
Detroit vs. Bruton at Lakeland, Fla., I n1





— David M. Gomes of
Newport has asked a U.S.
District Court to issue an
order that would allow him to
play on the girls' volleyball
team at Rogers High School.
Gomes is appealing a
decision by the Rhode Island
Interscholastic League to
prohibit him from playing on
the girls' team, which is the
only volleyball team at the
high school
Chief Judge Raymond J.
Pettine said Wednesday he
would meet with Games'
lawyer and league counsel
today and decide whether to
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Hendricks, catcher, and named ban •
tuatara math.
MILWAUKEE BREWERS - Traded
Gary Beare, pitcher, to the Philadelphia
Phase for Dan Boltano, pitcher
NEW YORK YANKEES-Sent Damao°
Gerrie, shoratap, Brad Golden, catcher,
Roy Steiger, third baseman, and Mike
Griffin, Bob Kammerer, and Chit. Welsh.
pitchers. to Columbus of the International
League
SEATTLE MARINERS-Purchased the
contractaJoeSimpson, outfielder, from the
LoaArigaida Dodgers Released Jim Col Corn
and Tom Houma, pitchers, Kevin Pasdey.
catclwir, and Bobby Thompson, outfielder
SoidtbscantractoflueStanton,outheider, t
the Hustle Teen of the Japanese Crwitral
Leaps.
TORONTO BLUE JAYS-Sent Ernie




NEW YORK GIANTS--Named Jim
Wiliam' conditioning meth Signed Torn
Shuman, quarterback. Ron Hodge. 'el&








SACRAMENTO GOLD- Signed John
Meltarnan, midfielder, and Rafael Avila
defender
CALITORMASIINSHINE Signed/Ce4t/1
Walley, midfielder, Ramon Moraldo,
oefersker, rrare Towers, forward, and
merine Caw, pane
COLLEGE
QUEENS COLLEGE Named Reale
Sekelowskl men's tent* coach
UCLA-Named Larry Brown Num
beiselkill suck
VIRGINIA TECH Named Doug
Mathews onsnalve beckflad coech
WASHINGTON STATE Named Ken
Woody quertmbeck and receiver coach,
!thread Vlbeelor dearly* earandery coach
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This maul is forged of tool
steel, hand ground and heat
treatecl.to hold a cutting edge.
The head is axe-eyed and fit-
ted with straight axe handle.













(A) besting Spoon 03/C3006139
(I) Smell Turner 03/C30166P
(C) Lorry Tumor 03/C303069
(D) 2-11ne Peek 03C303146,















































Hoovy-duty ',bind construction enthstonds
touolxst abuse Metal lork•hd handles
keep couer securely n, place 03/333
Toilet Seat
WInte .."o,v'eI I MOO, days ideormrog brpto
Molded tempts ore loss mounted 0244100
ate
04AROVIARE aTOPf 5
Turns any electric drill
into a fast, efficient
paint stripper. Quickly
removes paint, varnish


















kai, moths, lorree Pure ,,op.,
Malone One pound to. 06 700
Standard Duty 1/2 HP Router
• Compact. kghtwesant
• Easy to handle. and ,deet for home use
• Slodeng on-off 'wrath con.o,entty located
• 27,000 rpm no-load spe.ed
• Bull in spindle lock for easy bfl chengog
• hp 3 8 amp burnout protected motor
• "Aerometer adfustment tor accutsie depth settfngs
• ' • collet and wrench and eye afireld
MODEL 1688
•



















What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) gr
The accent is on financial
planning. Tried and true
methods bring the best
results. Don't act against your
better judgment.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20) tS$W
Responsibilities in con-
nection with children and
creative projects are tops on
the agenda. Try not to let
distractions interfere
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20) no9.
Instead of worrying about
problems, tackle them now.
You'll accomplish much
despite inner doubts. Be
realistic. Avoid rationalizing.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 72) 00
You need to talk things over
with others now; however,
don't be so ready to take their
advice. Trust in your own
judgment.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22) atigt.
Not a time for risky in-
vestments. Conservative
procedures work out best.
Don't act in haste or without
forethought.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
You know what you have to
do. Seeking others' opinions on
the matter won't change the
circumstances one iota. Ac-
cent common sense.
LIBRA
Sept. 23 to Oct. M) An
Take the long view regar-
ding investments. Chance for
quick gains now are slim. Bide
your time and emphasize the
status-quo.
SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) IkeV
Others seem preoccupied
with their own problems.
Efforts on your part to be
included in their plans may
strike an irritable chord.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 72 to Dec. 21)3rW
Expect a lot of interference
on the work scene today.
Constant interruptions test
your patience. Protect health
and nerves.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 10 61C
You may feel misurk
derstood right now in a
romantic situation. Efforts to
explain yourself may only add
to the aggravation.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Small domestic worries
may prove irritating.
Disagreement about the cost
of things is possible. Future
plans seem clouded.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) XCT.
Be careful how you express
yourself today. Touchy egos
are easily offended. Em-
phasize tact and diplomacy
for your best success.
YOU BORN TODAY are
well-suited for intellectual
fields. Your gift for the written
and spoken word inclines you
to writing, teaching,
education, philosophy,
painting, and the theater. If
you don't find an outlet for
these natural talents, you tend
to drift or to scatter your
energies. Your best success
comes with the willingness to
assume responsibility and to
get involved with community
problems. A progressive
thinker, you can make an
original contribution to your
field. Birthdate of: Van Gogh,
artist; Warren Beatty, actor;
and McGeorge Bundy, polit.
fig.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
behemiloore oebo hem oot •
meolvol their leome-dolhorod
soppy Thu*army Lairw a
Timm by 5:30 p.m. 10m0 1-
7Addy or by 3130 m
Isherdem mo m1144 ti ad
733-1916 betermo S:30 p.n.
med Spa., idoodm-biddy.
3130 pm. ad 4 p.m. Sew-
dom. he hue dollvory of Ms
orerompor. Celle meet be
Owed by 6 p.m. woolthoys or





1407 W. MAIN. PHONE 753-4682 
u bevel be tspe Lod boom
Mar. 211 Him April 4 WE GLADLY ACCEPT 1000 SIAMPS Fn aid If. 8-8



















BREAKFAST 71/2 oz $119
Carnation Hot
Lipton Instant









MEAT MAKES THE MEAL & OWEN'S HAS



































RIB EYE (By The Piece
U.S. Choice Boneless
SIRLOIN (By The Piece
U.S. Choice
12 14 lb ovg
10 12 Lb Avg)






















Tobacco & Dairy Product'





0 8 C French Fried
ONION RINGS
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Dr. Ken Winters Named
Officer, National Panel
Dr. Kenneth W. Winters,
dean of the College of Industry
and Technology at Murray
State University, has been
elected second vice-president
of the National Association of
Industrial Technology.
The NAIT, organized in
1967, is the only professional
organization representing
nationally and exclusively the
baccalaureate and masters
level educational programs in
industrial technology.
Winters, whose election
came at the group's national
conference recently in
Jacksonville, Fla., became
dean of industry and
technology at Murray State in
June, 1977. He succeeded Dr.
Hugh L Oakley, who retired
alter 31 years of service to the
aehool.
A native of Marion, Winters,
45, was a departmental
Hog Market
rodoral-State Market News Service
11042 29, Ian
11111111111:kY Purchase Area Hog Market
r2tsincludes 7 Buying Stations: Act WI Est 403 Barrows ii1-1.25 lower Sows mostly 1.00-1.50
Wine
elm 310-230 lbs. $43.000.10
121200-2401bs 141'7543.25
1.53.3 20-3311 the 441/5-1175
15943A-2101bs. $40.75-41 75
Sows
US 1-2 270450 1bs. $313.00-35.00
US 1-3 3M-45011m $37.03-311.00
M1-3450400 11s. $31.0049.00
US 1-3 S00-6b0 lb. 339.0040.00
US 2-3 300400 lbs. $31100-27 Or
Boors 31 M-33 00
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. !AP — USDA --
Estimated receipts cattle and calves 600,
feeders 40 percent; slaughter steers un-
tested. slaughter heders limited °Hennas
steady, slaughter cows steady to 203
higher. a few 3.00 higher, full advance on
ugibty slauester bulls steady. slaughter
calves and sealers steady, represented
feeders steady,
Soughter heifers choice 946 lb 70.25.
Woad good imd choke 903 lb 66.00,
davgber cows utility and a few com-
mercial 51.0049.01 tdgh dressing and high
boning percent utility 56.01-59.50, a few to
61.61 cutter 47.0643.00, canner and cutter
soder MO lb 42.00-4700, slaughter bulls
Odd grade 1-2 1315-1720 lb 64.0049 50,
rimighter calves and sealers choice 240-290
lb vealers 9200-10900, choice 330400 lb
calves 7150-90.00, feeder steers • few
choke 270-30 lb 101.00-119.00, 336.485 lb
9720-109.50. 510415 lb 7179-14.16; mixed
good and choice 310-454 lb 115.0047.01; •lS-
790 lb 6500-75101 good IONS ib 10.10-
67.00; heders choice 375-500 lb 750041.75,
5411100 lb 70.00-7550, 1011700 lb 6100-70.00.
mixed good and choice 450450 lb 6966-
75.50
Hogs 500 barrows and gilts 100 lower.
1-2 216-50 lb 44.11/4136; No 2 710-250 lb
6650-4400. No 3 WWI lb 42.004200,
sows 110-1 50 lower, 1-1366-000 lb 39 01
11.00 350-125 lb 40.00-11.01 425400 lb 41 00-
42.00, MAC lb 42.01141.110. a few to 4400
early boar" over 340 lb 36 25-36 75
Sheep untested.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
neon. EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & nines by First of Hiciugan,
Corp., of Murray, are as follows:
industnal Average +2.17
Air Products W% +se
AmaricaaMsters 
Asistaisd011 0% +0111





General Owe. 7% +%
General =at 33% sac
General Wto 444
General tes not esc
Goodrich 10% +t•




gliellecOeta  22% lase
11% -94
Teasers 161, uric
Wal-Mart  No Trade
Nendys les,d3 194tA
chairman for two years before
being named dean. He earned
his undergraduate degree dt
Murray State, his master's at
Indiana University and his





professionals will speak on the
'•New Technology" in the
newspaper field at tonight's
meeting of the Society of
Professional Journalists,
Sigma Delta Chi.
Gene McCutcheon of The
Murray Ledger & Times, Karl
Harrison of the Paducah Sun,
and Bill Williams of the Paris
Tenn.) Post-Intelligencer
will speak at the 7:30 meeting
to be held in Room 111 of
Wilson Hall on the Murray
State University campus.




ATLANTA (AP) — Hustler
magazine owner Larry Flynt
says neither his conviction on
obscenity charges nor the
threat of imprisonment will
keep him from selling his
sexoriented magazines in
Georgia.
After a jury found Flynt
guilty of 11 counts of obscenity
Wednesday, Fulton County
State Judge Nick Lambros
fined him $27,500 and sen-
tenced him to terms totaling
11 years in jail, to be served
consecutively.
Lambros said the jail terms
would be suspended on
payment of the fine and on the
condition that Flynt refrain
from violating Georgia's
obscenity laws again.
But Flynt said at a news
conference after the trial that
he intended to continue selling
Hustler and Chic magazines
here. "The judge said as long
as I didn't break any Georgia
laws," he said. "Who's to say
future issues will be ob-
scene?"
Defense attorney Herald
Fahringer noted Flynt con-
tinues to sell the magazines in
Cincinnati, where he was
convicted on similar charges.
Fahringer said he would
base an appeal on Lambros'
refusal to allow the defense to
introduce the results of a poll
that reportedly showed most
Fulton County residents
believe people should be
allowed to read sexually
explicit magazines.
Flynt, who was released on
927,500 bond, said he "felt
there was collusion between
the prosecution and the judge.
"There was no way I could
get a fair trial," Flynt said.
"He (Judge Lambros ex-
cluded all our attempts to
show contemporary com-
munity standards."
PRESENTS TICKETS — Donna Diehl, right, member of
the Murray State University women's rodeo team,
presents Murray Mayor Melvin B. Henley, center, tickets
for the school's rodeo to be held tonight, Friday and
Saturday at the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition
Center. Diehl currently is ranked number one in the
nation in the all-around cowgirl competition. Team ad-
visor All Caldwell, left, looks on.
Dyer Named
State Chairman
Joe R. Dyer, director of food
services at Murray State
University, was elected
chairman of the Kentucky
State Food Committee at the





mining acceptable brands of
all food products for state
agencies across the Com-
monwealth.
Calloway Boosters
To Meet On Monday
The Calloway County Band
Boosters will meet Monday,
April 2, at 7 p.m. in the band
room at Calloway County High
School.
All boosters are encouraged
to attend this important
meeting as band camp and
fund raising projects will be
discussed, a spokesman said.
Cecil Glass has done a
wonderful job with the band
this year, and each person is
encouraged to support the
director and the band




A disco dance will be held at
the Murray Moose Lodge No.
20ll on Saturday, March 31,
from 8 p.m. to midnight.
All members and their




1974 Ford Pinto, 4 speed.
1973 Ford LTD Brougham, 4 door, loaded.
1973 Ford LTD, 2 door hard top.
1973 Buick Century; 4 door.
1973 Mercury Montego Brougham, 2 door hard top.
1973 Oldsmobile Cutlass, 2 door hard top.
1975 Subaru 2 door hard top.
1973 V.W. Station Wagon
1973 Capri, 4 speed
1967 Mustang, automatic transmission
Take Your Pick, Anyone One at $1250.00.
All local trade-ins, good quality.
Hatcher
Auto Sales




Staff Photo By Matt Sanders
...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
NATIONAL
HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) —
Low level radiation from a
crippled nuclear power plant
was detected in the air up to 16
miles away today while
company and government
officials insisted residents are
safe.
"Ii was not close to a
catastrophe," said federal
nuclear inspector James
Higgins. He said the reactor at
the nearby Three Mile Island
nuclear power plant was shut
down and apparently un-
damaged.
State officials said they had
no plans to evacuate any of the
15,000 people living within a
mile of the site.
SARASOTA, Fla. (AP) —
Emmett Kelly, the doleful
circus clown "Weary Willie"
who he the world to laugh
for 50 years, is dead.
Kelly died of an apparent
heart attack Wednesday at his
home in this circus com-
munity. The 80-year-old circus
veteran was to have started
helping on a movie on his life
Monday. Instead, he will be




Egypt has registered grave
concern over what it calls
unacceptable new U.S.
security assurances to Israel.
But it was not immediately
clear what, in a practical way,
Egypt could do about the
American pledges to Israel,
outlined in a memorandum
released Wednesday by the
State Department.
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Negotiators for the Teamsters
union and the trucking in-
dustry remain in "complete
disagreement" after rejecting




whether to relax its anti-
inflation guidelines to ac-
corrunodate the union.
INTERNATIONAL
LONDON (AP) — Britain
will elect a new House of
Commons — and probably a
Conservative government —
in late April or early May
following the one-vote defeat
of Prime Minister James
Callaghan's Labor govern-
ment on a vote of confidence.
Voted out Wednesday night
by a margin of only one vote,
311 to 310, Callaghan was
going to Buekingham Palace
today for the formality of
resigning and asking Queen
Elizabeth II to dissolve
Parliament.
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-1n E. 12TH ST., BENTON
Now Has A Load Number
FOR NE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLO WAY COUNTY AND AURORA









LIGHT TRUCKS WoREIGN CARS'
wa 4.
BRAKES
See Us Now For Spring Car Service






HELPS PROTECT YOUR ENGINE ANO TIRES AGAINST SUMMER HEAT
• Chassis lube and oil change with
up to 5 quarts major brand oil
(10W30 Or 40) • Includes new oil fil-
ter • Check fluid levels for transmis-






P185.75H13 fits B61713-13 Whitewa!'
plus $200 F E. T. and old tire
On almost any road, in almost any kind
of weather T *moo's 10,000 hard-work-
ing tread edges give you the grip you
need And with radial construction, you
get a dividend in gas-saving economy








P195/75914 511711-14' $41.041 $236
•205/ 750114 F1711-14 $44.94 $252
P215,751114 5970 54 99910 $793
P225/75914 H1171314 $54.00 $290
0.103119415 c37$15•: ile.so $291
P219/75015 Ge711.15 OLIN $2 79
P225175115 14,711-15 $77.116 52 95

















steering systems — add fluid where
needed • Check all tires for recom-
merded air pressure • Includes light





PACKAGE PRICEV Otter expires April 15
HELPS GET YOUR CAR READY FOR SUMMER DRIVING
•Dismount two winter tires and
remount two regular tires(autos
only). Computer balance those
two wheels • Inspect Other tires
Brake Service -Your Choice
$6988
SOclitionai parts and services
extra if needed
HELPS MAINTAIN STOPPING POWER
2-WHEEL FRONT DISC: Install new
front brake pads and grease seals
• Resurface front rotors • Repack OR
front wheel bearings • Check cali-
pers and hydraulic system • Add
fluid (does not include rear wheels)
Warranted 12 months or 12,000
4-WHEEL DRUM: Install new brake
lining, all 4 wheels • New front
grease seals • Resurface drums •
Repack front bearings • Inspect hy-
draulic system • Add fluid • Most
U.S. cars. most Datsun, Toyota. VW





4-c yl. 6-cyl. 11-cyl
Includes listed parta and labor -
no extra charge for air conditioned cars
14 less for electronic ignition
ItILPS 111$4114 SPICA STARTS
• Electronic engine, charging, and start,ng
yysterna anaiysis • Install new points 1:0045.
condenser, rotor • Set dwell and timing • Sc
rust Carburetor • Includes Ciatsuo, Toyota VA
and iiaht tract's










As Ions as you, the originai our-
chase. own the car
• Meets Or exceeds all U S auto car
specifications • Covered upon failure
due to materials, workmanship, blow-




• We do professional work.
• We do only the work you authorize
• we return worn-out parts.
I • We honor our auto service
warranty nationwide.'
*NATIONWIDE AUTOMOTIVE
All Goodyear service is warranted for
at Mast 90 days or 3.000 miles. which-
ever cornea first — many ServiCes. much
longer If warranty service is ever re-
quired, go to the Goodyear Service
SERVICE LIMITED WARRANTY
Store svhrue the original work was per-
formed, and we II fix it, free If, however,
you're more than 50 miles from the orig-
inal store go to any of Goodyear's 1500
Service Stores nationwide
Just Soy 10=7 G°°dYeCirak.,,,,,„&,,,,,, Use any I these 7 other ways to 0 y Our"." vsi"'"'d Own Customer Credit Plan • feaster uCkareo
'Charge WI ( 7 a Charge • • VII, • American Express Card • Carte
Blanche • Dinars Club • Cash
Stars Magner lobort I. Iledoelph, Jr.
Goodyear Service Store
and check air pressure • Pro-









AR78-13 or 8R78-13 whitewall
plus 375 to 385 F E.T no trade
needed. Other Sizes Available
Smooth ride. .low rolling
resistance for fuel effi-
ciency...get these radial
































121 S. 12th Street
Sten Boort 7:311 a.m. pa. Sally - Opp Friday IMM Sill p.m.
Murray, Ky. 753-0595
DERBY DAY — Signing a proclamation signifying March 26-31 as Sigma Chi Derby
Week are (seated, from left) Murray Mayor Melvin B. Henley and Murray State Univer-
sity President Constantine W. Curtis. Looking on are (standing, from left) Scott Bonta,
Sigma Chi president, and Keith Branson, Derby Week chairman. The week's festivities
will condude Saturday with the traditional Derby Day.
KSP Official Says Ruling By
Court Will Have Little Affect
By HERBER,' SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky State Police
says its activities will be little
affected by a U.S. Supreme
Court ruling banning random
stops of motorists to check




Wednesday his legal staff has
not yet received a copy of the
decision, but based upon news
accounts of the ruling, We
don't anticipate any sub-
stantial impact at all on our
operations."
In a case involving a
Delaware policemen, the
Supreme Court ruled 8-1
Tuesday that random stops of
motorists who are not





Brandenburgh said it has
not been a practice of the
Kentucky State Police to
randomly stop motorists in the
absence of a violation or
suspected violation.
He said the procedure in
Kentucky for checking license
and registration by road.
blocks where all motorists are
stopped apparently was
specifically upheld in the
ruling.
Capt. William Mullins, legal
officer for the state police,
said he expected to get a copy
of the ruling by late this week
or early next week.
Mullins said he would study
the ruling and issue a
memorandum to the 16 field
posts advising them of its
impact.
"Because of the amount of
publicity, it might confuse
some people who might feel
they can't stop cars at all,"
Mullins said.
Capt. James Cromer,
commander of the Ashland
post, agreed it would probably
not affect his post's
operations, but said his initial
reaction as a policeman was
negative.
"But probably there is more
it than we first get in the
hews media," Cromer said,
adding he only knew what he
heard about the decision on
radio.
"I would have to look it over
very closely before making
any strong statement,"
Cromer said.
Capt. C.E. Hardin, head of
the La Grange post, also said
he would have to read more
about the decision before
commenting, but said it is not
the practice of his men to stop
a vehicle without a reason.
The FSLIC emblem takes the risk
out of saving money,
because, your money FSLIC
is doubly protected.
First, by a U.S.
Government Insurance Agency and
second, by our sound management.
.•••• /...111i lade vv... Copp
Sa...g• .444wes .40 nee
By BOB DVORCIRAX
Associated Press Writer
HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) —
Low level radiation from a
crippled nuclear power plant
was detected in the air up to 16
miles away today while
company and government
officials insisted residents are
safe.
"It was not close to a
catastrophe," said federal
nuclear inspector James
Higgins. He said the reactor at
the nearby Three Mile Island
nuclear power plant was shut
down and apparently un-
damaged.
State officials said they had
no plans to evacuate any of the
15,000 people living within a
mile of the site.
Grim-faced crews of 70 men
each wore hard hats and
protective clothing as they
worked around the clock to
mop up radioactive water in
an unprotected auxiliary
building next to the reactor.
The crews were changed
every hour to prevent fatigue
and avoid over-exposure to
radiation. The reactor — in
use only since December —
would be shut down for at least
several days, authorities said.
The $1 billion plant is owned
by General Public Utilities, an
energy consortium in which
Metropolitan Edison Co. has a
half share. Each day the plant
remains closed could cost
Metropolitan Edison nearly $1
million depending on how
much electricity it must buy
from other power firms.
Radiation was released
when "hot" water was
diverted to the auxiliary
building, where clean water
normally is cooled. Then plant
officials vented steanun from
the building without knowing
it came from radioactive
water. The wind spread the
particles away from the site.
"Nothing critical failed, but
it's a dirty problem that's
going to take some time to
clean up," said Charles
Remember, we offer the HIGHEST interest rates
with the LOWEST minimum deposits allowed by
Federal Law on 211 of our savings plans.
(Don't forget about our Money Market Certificates)
"The ploce where thousands ore saving millions"
Gallina, an investigator with
the Nuclear Regulatory
Comnussion.
Gaihna called it one of the
worst nuclear accidents on
record, saying the problem
was not the amount of
radiation released, but the
wide area of exposure.
William Dornsife, nuclear
expert for the state Depart-
ment of Environmental
Resources, said he expected to
see traces of radioactive
isotope iodine 131 showing up
in milk within a week.
"We will be checking milk
supplies and other materials
to see what was picked up —
and checking people," he said
at a news briefing.
Gallina said investigators
would zero in on why a valve
feeding to a water pump
closed when it should have
stayed open. However,
Babcock & Wilcox Co.,
manufacturers of the water
pump, denied there was a
valve failure.








us that it was a failure of a
valve due to the emergency
cooling down system," Lt.
Gov. William Scranton III said
at a news briefing. We have
to take their word at this time
for today's purposes. But this
will be investigated, no doubt
about it."
Whatever the problem, a
subsequent chain of events led
to release of radioactive
steam and triggered the
sudden cooling of the hot
reactor core, which powers a
905-megawatt turbine.
The heaviest radiation was
centered in the 280-acre site,
located on an island in the
middle of the Susquehanna
River — 16 miles south of the
state capital and 40 miles
north of the Maryland border.
Federal officials measured
the hottest spot on the site at
70 millirems, which is twice




inillirerns in the air over
Harrisburg. On the ground at
Harrisburg airport, about two
miles from the plant, readings
showed 12 millirems, the NRC
said.
The radiation today was
coming from the nuclear
charged water in the auxiliary
building. Officials flooded the
building with several feet of
clean water to dilute the "hot"
water, and that was being run
through special filters to trap
radioactive particles.
"It's fairly highly con-
taminated water that is
releasing some gases," said
Higgins.
About 50 workers were in
the plant when the valve blew
at 4 a.m. Wednesday. No on
was injured but plant officials
said several workers suffered
minor contamination during
the cleanup.
When the valve blew, the
reactor automatically shut
itself down within a minute.
Alarm lights lit up in the
control tower, a siren began to
whine and 60 workers scurried
to safety points. Officials
declared a "general
emergency," locked a chain-
link gate leading to the plant
and notified federal officials
The company said it did not
notify state officials of the
accident until three hours
after it happened because no
Increase in radiation was
noted until then.
The plant is known as a
pressurized light water
reactor. The core heats water
under pressure to heat other
water. That turns to steam
and runs a turbine, producing
electricity.
The core and its uranium
rods are housed in a
domeshaped building with




high," NRC spokesman Frank
Ingram said.
But damage to the core and
its uranium rods encased in a
metal shield called cladding
was discounted, along with











sound from a 2-way
system that's small
on size and price.
Genuine walnut
veneer enclosure.
Save 100/0 on SUPERTAPE—Our
Finest 8-Track Recording Tape
by Realistic
Made in USA by Radio Shack for superb-
sounding recordings with reduced "hiss."
Buy plenty at these low prices!




Our finest 3-way flush-mount
system 12-1854
Complete Audio System!
Only $20 More Than
Receiver's Regular Price!
• Realistic' STA-78 AM/FM
Stereo Receiver
• Two MC-1200 Walnut Veneer
Speakers
• Realistic LAB-53 Changer
with Dust Cover, Magnetic
Cartridge





circuit for the finest




Big savings on the deck Save
that lets you make really
great sounding record- $60
ings with Dolby noise
reduction. 14-928
Car FM Stereo Cassette Player
1
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JAYCEE ESSAY CONTEST — Seventh and eighth grade
School recently participated in the Calloway County Jaycees essay contest. Three
essays were chosen out of 186 to compete in the countywide contest. From left to
right are Bob Allen, principal; Vincent Alton, first place winner Mike Hollway, second




 needed to do'wen y W Block
the job right:'
We ask the right questions. We dig for every
honest deduction and credit. We take the
time needed because we want to be sure
you pay the smallest legitimate tax. That's
another reason why H&R Block should do
your taxes.. .whichever form you use, short
or long.
H&R BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
903 Arcadia Street 753-9204
Office Hours 9-6 Mon.-Fri., 9-5 Sat.





second and final reading was
scheduled today for an or-
dinance authorizing sale of
$5.2 million in bonds to finance
an addition to Samson
Community Hospital.
The Glasgow Common
Council called a special
meeting at 6:30 a.m. at the
Holiday Inn for the second
reading so that the hospital
can begin its new project
immediately. The first
reading came at the council's
regular meeting Monday
night.
Bids already have been
taken on the new three-floor
hospital wing. Ernest Simpson
Construction Co. of Glasgow,
the successful bidder on
several hospital projects, will
begin work as soon as
possible.
The city is not responsible
for retiring the debt on the
bonds, but they will be sold in
the city's name in order to
qualify for a better bond sale,
authorities said.
Rain, High Winds Cause
Arizona Flood Damage
By The Associated Press
The rain and high wilds that
have plagued the Midwest and
the Pacific Coast have moved
into the Southwest causing
millions of dollars in damage
in Arizona, and flash flood
warnings indicated more rain
may be on the way.
To the North, a flood watch
was posted for parts of Utah
and heavy snow warnings
cautioned motorists against
unnecessary traveling in the
Colorado mountains.
Wednesday's thunderstorm
centered on the Phoenix area.
The National Weather Service
said winds up to 85 miles an
hour were recorded along with
heavy rain and hail.
Firemen said the storm
caused an estimated $2.5
million damage in one north
Phoenix area. Utility com-
panies said about 35,000
houses and businesses were
without power at the height of
the storm as the winds toppled
power lines and poles.
Roofs were blown off
houses, trees were felled,
fences were blown down and
numerous minor injuries were
reported from flying glaass.
Numerous power outages
were reported.
In Illinois, where the rains
came again Wednesday. The
Red Cross reported that 3,200
families have been affected by
the flooding. More than 2,000
persons have been evacuated
because of the flooding from
the Illinois River. Another 50
families have been evacuated
from Prairie Du Chien, Wis.,
because of flooding along the
Mississippi, the Red Cross
said.
The National Weather
Service issued a statement
saying it appeared the worst
flooding was over along the
Mississippi and the chance of






We've got d all lot you.
No matter what you're looking
for you'll find tin the
Murray ledger & Times
Where else mold you get the
valuable information we otter on a wide
variety of subjects, coupons and ads
which save you money attil the
most extensive news coverage






The Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071
Ala teepee er cell P Deioney, arailetisa 446,414.
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homeless after flooding last
week, was not expected to
crest again this spring, ac-
cording to meteorologist
James Wiggirui.
A revised forecast issued by
the weather service calls for a
secondary crest of 13-15 feet at
Davenport, Iowa, where
floodstage is 15 feet. The
Mississippi at Davenport rose
to 15.15 feet last Saturday
before receding.
Showers were also expected
today from the Pacific Nor-
thwest across the lower two-
thirds of the Rockies.
Occasional thundershowers
were called for from the upper
two-thirds of the Great Plains
through East Texas, the
Mississippi Valley, the Great
Lakes, the Ohio Valley and
New England.
Temperatures around the
nation early today ranged
from 2 in Devils Lake, N.D., to





(AP ) — Enrollment declines
in the city school system are
partially responsible for the
elimination of 10 teaching
positions for the 1978-79 school
year, says Superintendent
Joel Brown.
Figures released by the
state Department of
Education show there were
184 fewer students enrolled in
the city schools for the first
four months of the current





During Jerry's Super Shrimp Feast
you can get 21 golden shrimp, cols
slaw, french fries and a hot roll
with butter...All for only $3.49.





scrubbabk latex that stands
up to the Globetrotters.
tost Days!
Spring Paint Sole
HAM 030 Oaf MO T71 RS





















Ceiling Point Flat latex













9" good quality paint roller kit
for all paints. Includes plastic cage
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Chester's Auction Ser-
vice now listing ter
spring auctions . Coll
435-4 1 28, Lynn Grove.
Over 33 years ex-
perience.
ON MONDAY, April 2, there
wilt be a meeting of the
Calloway County Dry League
and Citizens for Drug Control
at 7 PM at the Woodmen
Hall. Trooper Richard
Wright will be the guest
speaker, everyone is cor
dially invited. For further





























































































on and the Business
Office may be
reached on.. 75 3-
I916and 753-1917.
NOTICE
City of Murray 1978
tax books will close on
March 30, 1979, in
preparation of
publication of
delinquent tax list and
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PEWITS
HUE'S TWE WORLD WAR
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Etew LINES WEARING ONE












requested to check the
first insertion of ads for
corrections This
newspaper will be




Y SO. PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROMP-
TLY IN CASE OF AN
ERROR
Aft
I BELIEVE the example
found in Luke 18:2-5, where
Jesus states, "There was in
the city a judge, which
feared not God, neither
regarded man: and there
was a widow in that city; and
she came unto him saying,
Avenge me of mine ad
versary, and he would not tor
awhile: but afterward he
said within himself, Though I
fear not God, nor regard
man, yet because this widow
troublouth me, I will avenge
her, less by her continual
coming she weary me."
Would be a very good star-
ting place to stop the illegal











Hum. Rts. Corn. .. 753-0849
Humane Soc 759-4141
Learn To Read . . 753-2288
Needline ....753-NEED
Parents' Anon. 753-1792






This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
the list and keep handy
near the telephone.
6ET UP, AMOS! GENERALS
HAVE TOO MUCH RESPONSIBILITY
TO DO THAT: AWE!!
I WORK ALL NIGHT
ON A PAPER, AND ALL
I GET 15 A 'C MINO
GOD IS LOVE. 1 John 4:11.
**Sat seek ye first the
kingdom of God, and His
rightousness, and all these
things shall be added unto
you." Matthew 6:33. 24 hour
phone, answered by 4Ipd's
Servants. NOT A TAPE 759-
4600. Bible Facts and Free
Store. Hear our broadcast




I care, so call me
before you buy and
talk to an expert ex-
perienced in the field














to each one who helped in any
way to ease our burden
during the loss of our loved
one, Billie Housden, our
husband, son, and brother,
Your expression of love and
kindness will be forever in
our hearts. May God bless
you is our prayer. Nell and
Billy Ray, Ruby, Gene, and
Charles Housden and
Margaret Mortox,
5. LOST 8. FOUND
LOST: APPROXIMATELY 7
month old mixed breed
female dog, mostly white
(salt and pepper body) with
dark ears and face. Lost in
the vacinity of the New
Providence area. Answers to
the name of Pepper. If seen
please call 753-7618 after 5:30
pm. 
LOST: WHEEL cover for
Dodge pickup, between
Dexter and Murray. S10
Reward. Call 437-4214.
LOST: MAN'S wrist watch,
UAW, Union watch at trade
day. Call 753-6602.
LOST: MALE, black and
white Great Dane. Call 753-
7838.
804 Chestnut St.
Part time and full time
help. Apply in person
only.
IN SHORT, HER BRIDGE
CLUB IS COMING TODAY
COOK WANTED. Apply at
Fern Terrace Lodge, 005
Stadium view Drive. No
phone calls.
CLEAN UP and washmen.
Call Walter Byers, 753 1372
EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators. Apply in
person, Calloway
Manufacturing Company,






phone calls, apply in person
only, Owen's Food Market,
1407W Main, betore 10 AM.
PART TIME help. Phone













fast and dinner cooks
wanted, days Only, apply in
person, Hungry Bear, 1409
Main Street.
WOMEN TO do housework, 4
hours on Friday at New





town, must sell! Call 759.4878
for more information.
FOR SALE Fast food
restaurant, located in Cadiz.
For further information call
767-3726.
WANTED, any business
needing sales, money, etc





302 N. 12th St.
or Call 753-3263
"How'd I get that storm








GOOD OLDER 3 bedroom
house in northern Calloway
county or southern Marshall
County. Prefer isolated
country home with good out
building at reasonable price.
1-527 9700 after 4 PM.
INDIAN ARROWHEADS,
wanted or sold. 45 caliber
pistol, new, never fired. Call
753-0946
JUNK CARS deliver or wilt




pulpwood. Will pay cash or
percentage, your choice. We
also pay top prices on white
oak veneering. Call after 6
pm, 489 2334
MOTO TILLER regardless
of condition. Call 753-29V.
WANTED TO buy three
bedroom, 1 or 2 bath,
preferably central gas heat
and air house Price range,
528-32,000. Call 753-5929 after
5 pm 
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
BOX SPRING and mattress,
good, $20 Also 2 long
dresses, size 5 and 7, $10
each. Call 753 3600.
CHAIN SAW chains. .38"
pitch for 16" bar, $10.59; ?O-
ber, $11.99; 24" bar, $14.55.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
FOR SALE stripped.
refinished vanity, $35 without
mirror Also have
Mirromatic automatic corn
Popper, $10. Phone 753-1712.




month 80 amp, $26.99; 60
month 95 amp, $36.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
SKIL SAW sale model 538,
$29.99; model 574, $34.99;
model 559, 5..54.99; model 552,
$66.69. model 553, $72 99,
model 554, $79.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
TWO SHORT pin door pie
sates, 2 tall glass door pie
safes, one kitchen cabinet,
one small trunk. 527-9367. 
Utility racks for long wheel




Frigidare stove, $175. Also
avacado sink, $10. Can be
seen at 312 5 15th Street or
call 753-9675 after 5:30.
'COUCH, TWO chairs, maple
table and tour chairs, 2 end
tables, t.v. 753-8558 home,
work 753-0550.
FREEZER SALE, 23 foot
chest, $349.88, 19 foot upright,
5289.88, 18 foot chest. $288, 16






Hodge & Son, Inc.
205 So. 5th
FIVE PIECE solid oak
bedroom suite, antique
library table, solid oak desk
and chair, Etejere, 2 oak
trimmed love seats, and Hot
Point washer and dryer. Call
759-4588 between 10 and 5.
GE WASHER and dryer,
coppertone, 10 years old,
good condition, $200. Call 753-
8375.
MATCHING EARLY
American sofa and chair,
good condition, 753.6209
between 6 and 10 PM.
SOLID WOOD dinette set, old
wicker table, treadle sewing
machine bottom, and small
butterfly table. Call 753-8666
after 5 pm.
3600 FORD DIESEL tractor,
280 hours with 16" plows, 7,,2
foot bushog disc, wheel type,
2 row cultivator, new Holland
tobacco setter, wagon,
fertilizer spreader, 250 gallon
fuel tank Will sell separately
or all together. 489-2437.
F t-V E HORSEPOWER
Gilson tiller. Call 753-1841
FOR SALE: Cub tractor with
hydraulic lift, 3 pieces of
equipment, real good con-
dition. Bill Brooks, Box 101,
Lexington, TN 38351, (901)
968-3725.
FOR SALE: 2 sets of 3 bot
tom 14" Ford plows, good
condition. Only interested
party's call, 492-8523. 
ONE ROW Moline with plow
disc and cultivaior, excellent
condition, call after 6 pm,
489-2716.
POND SCOOP 169, 4! box
blade with ripper teeth 239,5'
box blade with ripper teeth
269, 5- angle blade 159,.6, 2'
disc, $395 16' trailer, Tan
dum axle, elect brakes, 8,000
lbs. capacity, $850. All items
are new. Call 753-6684 or see 3
miles east on 94, northside.
SNAPPER MOWER blades,
26", 28", 30", your choice,





Needed immediately in Frankfort area.
Minimum requirements: Bachelor's Degree in ac-
counting or related field such as economics,
business administration, statistics, or finance with











An Equal Opportunity Employer WF/H
PLEASE HELP me find
my dog. Siberian husks.
red and white, has
collar, blue eyes, goes





planter, planted 200 acres,
like new. 474 2384.
SPRAYERS, 2 GALLON,
$12.99, 3 gallon, $13 99,
stainless steel, 3 gallon,
$29.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
TILLER, 5 HP with Briggs
and Stratton engine, chain
drive, $70999 Wallin Har
dware, Paris
TRACTOR BATTERIES, 24
month guarantee, 6 volt 173
ammo, group 3 EH, 141.99, 12
volt, 110 amps, group 30 H,
544.00. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
WEED EATER, Model 500 or
507, $39.99. Why pay that high
price when you can purchase
Model 2201 RotoShear for
only $32.99. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
WHEELBARROWS, $15.88,





amplifier, almost new, most
sell. Call 436-5524.
SPINET-CONSOLE piano
for sale. Wanted: Respon-
sible party to take over
spinet piano. Easy terms.
Can be seen locally. Write,
Credit manager, P.O Box
207, Carlyle, IL 62231
WANTED: RESPONSIBLE
party to assume $15 a month
payments on like new organ.
Call 753-7575.
LAWN MOWER with steel
ball bearing wheels, 31/2 hp
Briggs and Stratton engine
instant height adjustment.
$99 99 Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
NOW PAYING $3.50 per $t
face for all silver coins dated
up through 1964 More for
large amounts. 1965-69
Kennedy halts, 65 cents each.
For pickup call Cooley in
Paris, (901) 642-5118.
RAPID GRO, 8 OZ., $1.39; 16
oz., $22.19, 32 oz., 53.75; 5 lb.,
$7.75, 10 lb., $11.65. Wallin
Hardware, Parts.-
RAPID SHARPENER for
precision saw chain tiling,
only S12.99 at Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
SAW DUST for sale.
Shoemaker Lumber Co.,
McKenzie, Tn. (901) 352-5777.
26. TV-RADIO
MAGNAVOX COMPNANT
System, 150 watt receiver,
turn table, 8 track, auto





I v. and stereo. Call 753-7575.
27. MOB. HOME SALES
TRAILER FOR sale, gas
heat, air conditioned, must
see to appreciate. 759-1831.
TWO BEDROOM trailer in
Riveria Courts. 759-4496 after
6 pm
WANT TO buy used mobile
home. Call 753-1551. 
12 X 65, 1969 JETLINER, I
bedroom. 436-5659.
12 X 52 TRAILER, PAR-
TIALLY furnished, good
condition 492-8828.
FOR RENT: 10. X 55, 2
bedroom, all electric mobile
ERMINATING  home on prive lot. Call Ben




ALUMINUM OUT building, 8
X 12 with wood floor. Call 753-
0570 after 5 pm.
BATHTUBS, WHITE, 5'
steel, $64.99; Colors, $69.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
CRAIG SERIES 5000




$39.99; Colors, 5.47.50. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
EARTHWAY PRECISION
garden seeder complete with
six plates. $30.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
FOR SALE: combination
stereo, record player, tape,




kitchen complete with 7
booths and tables. 436-2262.
STAINLESS STEEL kitchen
sink, double compartment, 4
hole, self-rimming, $29.99;
$39.99; 549.99. Wallin Har-
dware, Paris.
WE REPAIR antique clocks.
Call 753-7575.
11,1 BEDROOM TRAILER in
Hazel, partly furnished, no
children or pets. Call 442 8322
after 5 Pm -
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom
trailer at Shady Oaks trailer
court. 489-2533.
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home, 24 X 24 family room
attached Call 436 2394 after
12 noon
TWO BEDROOM trailer in
Riveria Courts. 759.44% after
5 pm. 
TWO BEDROOM furnished
trailer, 10 minutes from
Murray, good for students
Call 527 7621 after 5 PM.
WE BUY and sell used air




to Murray State Un4eersifY
campus has building for 'hint.
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753-3018
atter 5 pm. 
1600 SQUARE FEET office
space, court square location,
gas heat, air conditioned,
available April 1.753-9537.
31. WANT TO RENT
BEAN GROUND and dark
fired or air curred base. Call
4135-4429.
32. APTS, FOR RENT




washer and dryer hookup,
central heat and air. Call 753-
7550.
FOR RENT: nice 2 bedroom
house on North 16th, and a
one bedroom furnished
apartment on North 18th.
Call 753-6855 after 6 PM.
ONE BEDROOM furnished
apartment, kitchen ap
pliances furnished. $110 per
month Call 753-0763.after 5
pm
We need nurses.. because Murray Calloway County
Hospital is continuing to expand.




Why not come grow with us?
.salaries are competitive and include a recent
pay increase.
'benefits are excellent.
.4-week orientation plus continuing education
and staff development to meet your individual
needs.
.a progressive 218 bed hospital providing
growth atmosphere for the professional nurse.
Call for an interview and hospital tour today
We have a place for you!
went ot mi. culla:
(SW) OW2-753-5131 at NONE 753-2495
Geowriaite Adams, IN.
kers* Recteiter




U.S. 641 North, Village Center
Phone 753-7411 Anytime
or Home Phones










32. APTS. FOR RENT
:TwO BEDROOM apartment
tove, refrigerator, water
-furnished Central heat and
a.r 1414 Vine Street 
14 HOUSES FOR RENT 
-F OU R ROOM house for 
rent,
unfurnished. Call 753 69.44.
:FOUR BEDROOM, 21/2
.baths, carpeted, lots of ex -
'Ares, $225 per month. Call
:753 8333 






34 RENT OR LEASE
FOR RENT Or lease of
fices located at 703 S 4th St
For more information, call








A quaint restaurant, plush business offices or
"Ye Old Antique Shoppe," this older home in a
prime location should fit your needs. The lot is
325 feet deep with good frontage on Main St. Call






LARGE ROUND bales of
good hay loaded on your
truck. Call 247 2609.
ONE MARE and colt and one
mare for sale. Call 759 1701
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
AKC OLD English Sheep dog




champion bloodlines, $60 to
$75 each No checks please
Call 1 5279700.
COON HOUNDS for sale.
UKC registered Walkers, 7
months old. Call 436 5650.
GREAT DANE puppies, AK
C, 8 weeks, black, Paradise
Kennels, 753 4106
41. PUBLIC SALES
GARAGE SALE' Moving out
of town. Friday March 30th,
9AM to 5PM, at 1504 Her
maage Place 
GARAGE SALE! Rain or
shine. Saturday 8 AM to 2
PM, 1/2 mile past New
Concord on Highway 444
Some nice items something
for everyone. Cheap
YARD SALE! Saturday,
March 31, 415 S 8th Street
Chairs, childs swing set, lots
of bargains.
43. REAL ESTATE
DO A little Save a lot! This
house, close to Carter School,
needs repair but it's a steal
at S11,500...don't wait Phone
753-1492 or 753-8579 for im-
mediate possession. Offered
by Loretta Jobs Realtors
At TNIWELL'S LAWN AND GIRDER E111PINIIT, we ap-
prociato your basimass and want you as our customer
regardless of where you purchased your last equip-
ment, we want to give you the very best sonic.
possible. Ws now hays titres mechanics in our shop-
Mrs we are offering FREE pick up & delivery on any
job amounting to $15.00 or over to bettor sem yea;
OUR CUSTOMER
So when you think of Repair
Think of the people who Carel
Desk of as of TIDWELL'S LAWN& GUNN HIIMPIALSIT
TIN WELL'S UIWN & GARDEN EQUIPMENT
492,8147 303 Main St. Hazel, Ky.
TOMATOES 20 each
BETTER BOY - EARLY GIRL - JET STAR -
PATIO - GOLDEN BAY - WHOPPER
PEPPER 20c each
Also Have:
Cabbage - Cauliflower - Brussel Sprouts - Broccoli -
Lettuce - Bedding Plants - Shrubs - Azaleas -
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Prate...1.6.4nel Serb it es
With The Friendly Touch'
A-FRAME DELIGHT
- Cypress Springs -
New and lovely -
Secluded 2 bedroom





carefree summer or a
year-round residence.
Look This Over For
Only $21,000. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.
HOUSE AND shop building
on approximately five and
one half acres onfy 500' from
KY lake at Cypress Creek
area Property is desirable
for homesite or can be used
for development of cottages
or mobile homes. John C
Neubauer, Realtor, 1111
Sycamore Street, 753-0101 or
call Bob Rodgers at 753-7116.
NICELY WOODED five acre
homesites located on
blacktop road near lake. Any
of these attractively priced
properties can be bought
with a low down payment
and the balance financed
over an extended period.
John C Neubauer, Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St., 753-0101,
753-7531
Purdom & Thurman









Serving The Entire Purchase Area
MAYFIELD
Do Business Where Business Is Being Done
MINGO
SELLER SAYS SELL
Commercial or residential 6 rooms - I bath - gas hest - full basement - Large lot
124' x 195'. Located on South 12th Street. Priced in the Mid 40's.
WOW! MAT A VALVE!
Enjoy lovely spring weather & scenic view in this cozy, convenient 2 bedroom, 2bath home on Lakeshore Dr. in Pine Bluff Shoreti Perfect for retirement or












Professional Sers is ea
ill The Ft T,,uch-
4 lots (100' x 375' ea. I
on 641 South. Only
short distance from
city limits. Maybe pur-
chased as one tract or
individually. Commer-
cial or building sites,




NICE TWO bedroom starter
home newly painted and
pannelled inside, near
hospital Move in for $18,000.
John C Neubauer, 1111
Sycamore Street, phone 753
0101, Bill Wilson 759-4985.
BE YOUR OWN BOSS
. Ideal opportunity
to start or expand your
own automotive clean-
up business with this 3
car cleanup shop
located minutes from
Murray on one acre
lot. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for all
the information.
Priced at only $25,000.
RUSTIC ELEGANCE for
year around living on the
lake 25 X 65 square feet of
lake shore lot Three
bedrooms and ap
proximately 1440 square feet
of living area Partial
basement Near Morgan
Boat Dock with its own
private deck Lake front on
two sides with glassed in
porch. John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 1111 Sycamore St ,
phone 753.0101.
Professional Ser, lees
With The FnendlN Touch-
THRIVING BUSINES-




ment included. Call us
about additional in-






Sunshine, fresh air, spring'
Home has 4 bedroom*, and
located on 5 acres Home was
heated with 3 ricks of wood
this past winter See today'
Call 753 1492 or 753
1499 . offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors
43. REAL ESTATE
win ma 111- NMI Nu
3-4 IR, 2 Bee kid' Ilea.
fele Cane, Noe I ak,
Prigkeet 2.914 *4- h
arras. Lampe gyms ink am
Is slew lowed ea ems,





S 9th is the location of this 4
bedroom, 2 bath home. Close
to hospital, dOCtOrs, schools,
churches, and shopping.
Besidesthe 4 bedrooms and 2
baths, you have large living
room, kitchen, full basement
and a 32 X 18 swimmincLpool
and pation enclosed by
private wooden fence. Call
today for an appointment to
see at $47,500 The Nelson




$1000 . . . Neatly
decorated 3 bedroom 2
bath home less than a
year old. Such extras
as top quality wall to
wall carpeting, ther-
mopane windows and
central heat and air.





let us show you how
easy it would be to
change your life style
for the better.
WE COULD go on and on
about this charming home in
a quiet, friendly neigh
borhood...3 bedrooms, large
den with woodburning stove,
central gas heat and much,
much more...call 753 1492 or









South 12th at SvcAmo,•
TELEPHONF. 7531E61
The Mt. Carmel area
is where you will find
this neat two bedroom,
aluminum siding










Saturday, March 31, at 10 A.M., rain or
shine (inside if bad weather), Mr. & Mrs.
Norris (Tuppy) Rowland owners.. Located on
Duiguid Dr., one block west of Hwy. 641 Nor-
th, just north of Boston Tea Party
Restaurant. Watch for sign.
Will sell: Fine 5 pc. Vic. walnut loveseat set, oak
library table, mirrored dressing table w/claw feet,
rockers, cabinet radio, coke chairs, trunk, walnut
chairs, stained glass windows & shade, 2 leaded
glass cabinet doors, telephone call boxes and parts,
old National cash register (works); Hiesey,
depression, carnival and pattern glass; fappon, flow
blue and Bavarian china; kerosene lamps, Aladdin
lamps, Duncan Phyfe couch in cut velvet, variety of
chairs and tables, Vic. walnut footstool, fern stand,
autoharp, coke signs, phonograph, pictures &
frames, ironware, It scales w/fortune cards, cop-
per tub elec. washer, two 8-globe wrought iron chan-
daliers, 16mm camera and projector, crystal chan-
dalier, one lot restaurant dishes, Vic. floor lamp.
Berriz-o-matic 12-110v refrig., hand tools, Audels
qlec. encyclopedia and numerous other items.
Detailed announcements day of sale, eats and
drinks, not responsible for accidents. For in-
formation and all your auction needs call:




Every Friday night at 641 Auction
Nouse, Paris, Tennessee.
This week, Friday night, March 30th, we
will be selling an estate from St. Louis of
the best old antique furniture that we
have had in a mighty long time.
43. REAL ESTATE
NICE AND NEW . . .
This 3 bedroom, 1/2
bath home is sure to






systems and lots of in-
sulation. Tastefully
decorated in neutral
colors. Call us today to
see this choice listing.
Phone 753-1222 at your
convenience. We have
a 24 hour answering
service.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
BY OWNER: 4 bedroom, 21/
baths, living, dining, and
family room with fireplace,
eat-in kitchen, study, double
garage and large fenced
yard, gas heat. 1701 Johnson.
753-1663.
NEARING COMPLETION a
new 4 bedroom, 3 bath house
in Canterbury Estates,
convenient living all on one
level energy saving heat
pump. Call 753-3903 for
further information.
SEVEN ROOM frame house
for sale to be moved off land.
Has a floor furnace, gas logs,
storm windows and doors,
and is panelled and sheet
rocked. Will see reasonable.
Call 489-2736.
47. MOTORCYCLES
ATV THREE wheel drive
Honda 90. Call 489-2570.
FOR SALE: 550 Honda, 4
cylinder, only 2,000 miles,
completely new. Call 753-7765
or see at 1627 Loch Lomon
1978 HONDA 750K, 450 miles,
753-5865.
48. AUTO. SERVICE
CAR BATTERIES, 24 month
guarentee, $22.88. 36 month
guarantee, 80 amp, $26.99 60




grade, white wall, 4 ply
polyester with Road Hazard
guarantee. A78X13, $12.39
and $1.72 FET; E78X14,
S25.63 and $2.20 FET;
F78X14, $26.40 and $2.32
FET; G78X14 or 15, 528.39
and $25.4 FET; H78X14 or 15,
$30.52 and $2.76 FET;




1971 BUICK SKYLARK, air,
mag wheels, new paint iob,




cellent condition. 759 1054
1973 CHEVROLET
CAPRICE Classic, 58,000
miles, new tires, new paint,
perfect condition. Also 2
Beagles, 2 years old with







1972 Datsun 240 Z,
black velvet diamon
interior, air con-




CAPRICE, 350 motor, good
condition, all power, $1400.
Monday, Wednesday and




trailer. Call 435-4268 after 5
pm
1969 CHEVROLET IMPALA,
good battery and running
condition, needs tune up.
1550. Call 762-4732. 
1978 DODGE MAGNUM' XE,
low mileage, call 753-9022
after 3 pm and ask for Rick
Hall.
FOR SALE: 1973 Chevy
wagon, low mileage, four
new tires, very good con-
dition. Call 753-8333.
FOR SALE: 1974 Chevrolet
Suburban, loaded with ex-
tras, excellent condition,
$4000, or best offer. Call 759-
4089 after noon.
1972 FORD STATION -




extra clean, $1700. Call 753-
4406 before 5 pm or 759-1829
after 5 pm. 
1972 LINCOLN MARK IV, all
power, excellent condition.
759 1718
1977 MONTE CARLO Lan-





• 604 So. 12th St.
49 USED CARS
1971 MODEL CHEVROLET
Impala, good condition 474-
2384




vinyl roof, 45,000 miles,
$3595. 753-1499 after 5 pm. 
1970 OLDSMOBILE DELTA
SS, 4 door sedan, fair con-
dition, $300 753.3245 after 5
Pm. 
1976 PONTIAC SUNBIRD,
new tires, 4 speed, air con-
ditioned, $2400. 492.8374.
1964 PLYMOUTH, $150. 753-
7780 and ask for John.
1974 PINTO, automatic, gas
saver, radial tires, $1050.
Also 4 mag wheels for a
Chevrolet. 489-2595.
1975 VOLKSWAGON
DASHER, 4 door, fully





brakes, fuel injection, new
radials and brakes, $2600.
Call 522.3301, Cadiz, KY.
1978 VW RABBIT, one
owner, factory air, tow
mileage, loaded. Inquire at 4
Riveria Courts
50. USEDTRUCKS
1973 CJ5, REAL sharp.
Phone 436-2524 or 753-7656. 
1972 CHEVROLET SUPER




with topper, 350 motor,
automatic. Call 753-5915 after
5 pm 
1975 CHEVROLET ONE ton
truck with hoist, new tirek





brakes and air. 51,000 miles,
$2250. 753-8124.
1979 CHEVY LUV pickup,
rebuilt engine and trait*
smission, will install. Cali




radio Call 435-4134. 
1976 CHEVROLET SCOT:
TSDALE pickup, automatic;
one owner, excellent con.
dition, 40,000 miles, $335(1
Call 489 2595.
1969 FORD PICKUP, F 100,
power brakes, air, sharp.
Call 489-2350.
1971 GMC PICKUP, 34 tan,
474-2344.
1978 JEEP CJ5, V8 304, all
heavy duty equipment, AM-
FM 8 track, warn 8,000 lbs-
winch, air shocks all around..
Call 753-0188
1971 VW VAN, excellent'
condition. Call 759.1657 after
5 pm.
51. CAMPERS
36" CAMPER SHELL for
long bed pickup. 759-1054.
AUCTION SALE
Sat., March 310, 111 LI.
Rain or Shies
At the Late Ben Roberts
Old Farm Nome
le miles oast of Murray, KY, lean Ivy. lIE *a Day
1511 Skil° Road, one mile.
Will sell a house of nice appliances, furniture, lots
of glass, china and antique items, like new frost free
refrigerator, up right freezer, electric stove,
heaters, fans, couch, recliner, odd chairs, dinette
set, small tables, lots of dishes, cooking utensils,
nice linings, good glass, fancy kitchen cabinet, oak
dressers, antique furniture, bedroom suite, chests,
crocks, churns, rugs, iron tea kettles, skillets, ban-
jo, kerosene and aladden lamps, 2 guns, coke tray,
other collector items, color t.v. Lots more goodies.





My 33 pars of morimoo sew mom to you.
ABSOLUTE AUCTION
SELLING TO THE HIGHEST AND BEST BIDDER
THE "HASSIG" FARM
(FORMERLY THE MACON CALLICOTT PLACE)
ON HIGHWAY 69 NORTH NEAR COTTAGE GROVE
••-- 968 ACRES
APPROXIMATELY 750 ACRES IN CULTIVATION
TWO STORY HOME
3 Bedrooms -3 Baths - Living Room - Den -
Dining Room - Office - Garage and Basement -
Farm House for Workers -3 Barns and Stables -




SALE TO BE TUESDAY, APRIL 17th
ON PREMISES
TO BE OFFERED IN TRACTS OR AS A WHOLE-
MAKE YOUR PLANS FOR THE GREATEST SALE EVER
HELD IN THIS AREA!
Tr••• UwS
LTA
AUCTION & REAL. ISTAT1 CO.. INC
4950 POPLAR AT mENDENHALL • EMIT TESNESSEE SANK ettitoma • suai vo,
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
SI. CAMPERS
FREE! NEW A N E
automatic awning on all
Starcraft travel trailers and
5th Wheels. Sold through
March 31st. White's Camper
Sales located 4 miles east of
Murray on Highway 94. 753-
0605.
52. BOATS & MOTORS
1978 16' ALUMNICRAFT
BOAT, El-rider trailer. 1964,
30 hp Mercury motor also
Min.cota 35 trolling motor,
$1400. Call 759-4587 after 5
Om
18' BOAT AND 80 hp motor.
436 2262
52. BOATS A MOTORS
FOR SALE boat and trailer.
1976, 20 toot, 200 V. Mark
Twain with 188 hp 1-0
Mercruiser. Full in-
strumentation plus remote
spotlight, hour meter, ski
mirror, trailering hook,
canvas top and side curtains.
Trailer is MT-20 Rolco
Tandum wheel with spare
tire. Located at 4th house on
southside of Wildwood Drive,
Oaks Estates, by Oaks
Country club. 
FOR SALE: 20' all
aluminum pontoon,
aluminum top 753 3558.
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
119 14'4111u( StrerlINEW OFFICE HOURS Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 t115 : 00
PIM NAIR CUT 51.50 PRICE StIM $1.25
Fot hospital a hoes. calls pioese call 753-3445 etie day I M-






Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of•
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U•
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24




14 FOOT JON boat, $125 or
best offer 753-9523
1961 JOHNSON 18 HP out-
board motor, 5300 753-2762
after 4 pm. 
1978 MODEL 19'7" deep V
Runabout with 228 hp
Mercruiser, all aluminum
Tandum trailer. Has been
water only one time. 753-4320
14' POLARCRAFT JON boat
and trailer. Call 753-8500. 
53. SERVICES OFFERED
ADDITIONS, E N -
CLOSURES, fireplaces,
garages, home building,










BYARS BROTHERS & Son-
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-
395-4967 or 1 362-4895.
CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates, satisfied
references, V ibra-Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning, 753-5827. 
COMPLETE ASPHALT
maintenance paving, pat-
ching, also seal coating. Call
753-7148 or 753-9043. Located
at Murray Speedway, High-
way 641 Not Murray.
CONCRETE BLOCK work.
Block garag , basements,
driveways, walks, patios,





..ur Art _ - - - -





done, decks and porches built
and repaired, gutter cleaning
or installation, small
plumbing, concrete walks,
patios, and driveways also
done. Call 436-5570 after 5 PM
for free estimates.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Seers 753-2310 for
tree estimates for your
needs.
FOR YOUR chain link
/ fencing needs,*MontgomeryWard. Freecontact
',estimates. 753-1966. 




753-2310 for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in bysette Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
estimates.
I WISH WE IRANIANS COULD STEP




PING, driveways and small
jobs a speciality, also pat-




and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care 489-2774. 
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs. Call 436-




remodeling, etc. Call for
estimates, 753-6122 after 4
pm.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753-9490 or Bob Kemp, 435-
4343.
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
patching, also seal coating.
Phone 436-2573.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do




call Ernest White, 753-0605.
LANDSCAPING AND lawn
care by the job or contract
for entire season - will rake,
trim, prune, seed, fertilize,
and mow your lawn, care for
shrubs and flower beds. Call
436-5570 after 5 pm for free
estimates
BACKHOE WORK, septic
tanks, gravel and dirt
hauling. 753-5808 or 753-5706.
$3. SERVICES OFFERED 
MOBILE HOME, anthga,
underpinning, roofs seared,
patio awnings and •Iuminum
carports. Call Jack Glover,
753-1873 atter 6 pm.
NEED A carpenter? We do
paneling, additions or what
have you. Call 436.2516. 
ODD JOBS man. Painting,
yard work, etc Call 192-8611.
PLUMBING AND heating
and househoid appliances
repaired, 24 hour service,
call 382-2442 days or nights or
382-2791 days. 
PAINTING OF all kinds.
Home or commercial Call
Aurora Painting, also dry
wall finishing. Call 354-8995.
ROOFING, EXCELLENT
references, call 753-1486
between 7 am and 3:30 pm
ask for Shelley. 
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran-
teed.. Call or write Morgan
Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, KY
42001, or call day or night, 1-
442.7026.
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling arountd the
home. 753-2211.
WILL MOW yards. Call 753-
9210.
WILL HAUL driveway white
rock and also stockpile lime
Call or -see Roger Hudson at
753-6763 or 753-4545.
56_ FREE COLUMN
ADULT CALICO cat, very
pretty. 753-3994. 
GERMAN SHEPHERD
male, full grown, had all
shots, free to good home Call
/59 1646
ORANGE AND white male




Murray Headstart would be
glad to accept useable items
for their rummage sale,
April 7th. Call 759-4887, 759-
1664, 753-0664, or 753-0762. 
WANTED: USED four and
five horsepower Briggs and
Stratton tiller motors. Will
pay toot. Call 436-2418 afters
pm.
$37. WANTED
NEED PLACE to dump wood










WILL PLOW gardens and




gardens tilled. Manure for





%" 4 x 8 - $10;
%" 4 x8 Exterior glue -$12;
2i 4 pre-cut studs - 96e; (or take full bundle 296
for950);
120 rolls no-wax vinyl from $2.38 sq. yd. up
50 lbs. nalls - $16;
This is good stuff- not junk; no jokes, no hot air.
Cane see. Bring trucks; no lay-aways
DISCOUNT BUILDING
MForlytkitlokS
When You List With Tucker...
Consider It Sold
Over $315,090 Sold
2 CARS, A BOAT, AND WHERE TO
PARK THEM? Let us is beautiful
3 bedroom, 1½ ith a 3 car car-
port. Lot ionally landscaped and











,and all appliances go
ated in East Y
large lot. This house









$1,108,150.00 Listed This Year 
Good things come in two's! ! ! ! 2 Bedrooms, 2
Baths, 2 Decks, 2 Patios - All this plus central
heat and air, and a fireplace in this beautiful
secluded Lakeview home. Call us today for an
appointment. $44,900.00.
ROOM TO ROAM!!! This lovely decorated 2
bedroom brick home located- on 8 tendable
acres with large den with pecan paneling,
central heat and air, 2 large baths, central
vacuum system, and many more appealing
features. $79,500.00.
I In.-. :Iv". •• 
.
  7-%•%? 4;IN-1).‘17 
•
Looking for a small home in the country? We
have one just for you - a 2 Bedroom home that
has been remodeled and newly painted inside
and out. Let us show you this house today,
listed for only $14,500.00.
Looking for a lake cottage? We have a 2
Bedroom mobile home located on 3 lots in
Keniana Subdivision for only $15,500.00. Le
us show you this today!
Let the sun shine in on the lovely sunporch of
this 3 bedroom, PI bath home located in the
city limits on an extremely large lot. Only
$37,500.00 - Call us for further details.
Lociking for a week-end get away? Then this
lake front condominium was made just for
you. Setting on a large wooded lot on the main
lake in Keniana Subdivision. Let us show you
this today.
JUST WHAT YOU HAVE BEEN LOOKING
FOR - This lovely 3 Bedroom home with many
extras - large den with fireplace, central heat
and air, central vacuum, a wet bar, a fenced
yard, and many more extras. Call us today
for an appointment. You must see this house
to appreciate it. $43,500.00.
NEED HELP MAKING YOUR HOUSE
PAYMENT? Let us show you this beautiful
western cedar duplex for only $61,000.00.
Each side has two bedrooms, sunken living
room, cathedral beamed ceilings, central
heat and air, and is presently rented for
$250.00 per month.
We have several vacant lots available near
the lake in various subdivisions. Call us for
further details on these lots.
Beautiful building sight in prestigeous
location on Kentucky Lake, good year round
water. Call us today about this lot.
TIRED OF BEING AN EMPLOYEE? Try
being the employer by buying this long
established restaurant business - Rudy's
Restaurant. All stock, inventory, and
equipment for only $29,000.00. Call us for an
appointment.
Weekends & Evenings Call:
Bud Nall 753-4868
Don Tucker 753-1930
Mary Bet h Smith 753-3383
Hail] Brandon 753-1513
Scenic view in tranquil setting . . on large
tree shaded lot overlooking beautiful Ken-
tucky Lake. Setting on a point with ap-
proximately 230 feet of frontage. $10,600.00.
Need some farm land? We have ap-
proximately 41 acres, 30 acres of it tendable
located near Coldwater (Just off 121 High-
way). Call us for more details. $30,000.
Sitting on two large wooded water front lots
with approximately 200 feet of lake frontage
overlooking beautiful Kentucky Lake in
Cypress Resort and just seconds away from
large year round marina, we have this 4









J. R. Harrison Is
Dead At Age Of 52;
Services Are Today
James Reece Harrison died
Tuesday at 6:45 p.m. at his
home on Farmington Route 1.
He was 52 years of age and
had been employed at Union
Carbide, Paducah, for 27
years.
Graves County Coroner Joe
Sanders ruled that death was
the result of a self-inflicted
gunshot wound.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Virginia Lee Harrison,
two sons, Dale R. Harrison
and Doran Harrison, two
daughters, Mrs. Dana Bazzell
and Miss Julie Harrison, and
two grandchildren, all of
Farmington Route 1.
Mr. Harrison is also sur-
vived by three sisters, Mrs.
Madeline Grant, Royal Oak,
Mich., Mrs. Frances Reed,
Mayfield Route 1, and Mrs.
Virginia Smith, Mayfield;
four brothers, Avery
Harrison, Jr., Mayfield Route
7, Robert Harrison, Royal
Oak, Mich., Desmond
Harrison, Napoleon, Mich.,
and G. E. Harrison, Pleasant
Ridge, Mich.
The funeral is being held
today at 1:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with Jerry
Mayes, Jim Glass, and Harry
Yates officiating.
Active pallbearers are Rex
and Donald Smith, Blaine and
Phillip R. Harrison, and
Lowell and Joe Reed,
nephews. Honorary
pallbearers are James Albert
Galloway, Charlie Sears,
Roger Emery, John Bruce,
Rudolph Burnett, George
Chapman, and Thomas Diel.
Burial will follow in the
Farmington Cemetery.
Funeral Is Today
For C. A. Moody
The funeral for Collie
Alexander Moody of Route 1,
Puryear, Tenn., is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Miller Funeral Home,
Hazel, with Paul Veazey of-
ficiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Greeley Barnett, Gary Bar-
nett, Stan Overcast, Harold
Ray, Preston Oliver, and Bill
Forres. Burial will follow in
the Hazel Cemetery.
Mr. Moody, 74, died
Tuesday at noon at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Billie Moody, Route 1,
Puryear, Tenn.; one sister,
Mrs. Henda Rowlett, and two
nieces, Mrs. Joe Martin and




Jewell 0. Evans of 911 North
16th Street, Murray, died this
morning at 9:53 at the
Westview Nursing Home. He
was 70 years of age.
The Murray man was a road
construction contractor, and
was a member of the First
United Methodist Church at
Clinton. Born Aug. 4, 1907, at
Clinton, he was the son of the
late James O'Kelley Evans
and Betty Johnson Evans.
Mr. Evans is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Uldine Willoughby
Evans, 911 North 16th Street,
Murray; two nieces, Martha
Cpras, Los Angeles, Calif.,
and Betty Caviness, Bethany.
Okla.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of the
funeral and burial
arrangements which will be
announced later.
RIVER & LAKE DATA
River 7 a.m. 33.6, down 0.3.
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 356.5.
Below dam 319.0, down 0.7.
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 356.4,
down 0.1.
Below dam 324.9, down 0.4.
Sunset 6:12. Sunrise 5:44.
Mrs. Pope's Rites
Being Held Today
Final rites for Mrs.
Lawrence Mary Lee Futrell)
Pope of Cadiz, sister of Mrt.
Ann Dill of Murray, are being
held today at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Goodwin Funeral
Home, Cadiz, with the Rev. A.
J. Outland the Rev. Harold
Skaggs officiating.
Burial will follow in the East
End Cemetery at Cadiz.
Mrs. Pope, 59, died Tuesday
at 6:30 a.m. at the Jennie
Stuart Hospital, Hopkinsville.




Emily Ricks, Cadiz; sister,




Dial At His Home
WO Rites Friday
Dorris Alexander McSwain
died Tuesday at his home on
Route 1, Puryear, Tenn. He
was 68 years of age and a
retired maintenance super-
visor for the Richardson
Company of Michigan.
Mr. McSwain died from a
shotgun wound to the head,
according to the Henry County
Sheriff's Department.
Born May 20, 1910, in Henry
County, Tenn., he was the son
of Addle Jackson McSwain,
who survives, and the late Will
McSwain. He was a veteran of
World War II.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Orah Spann McSwain;
his mother, Mrs. Addie
Jackson McSwain, Henry
County, Tenn.; one daughter,
Mrs. Ralph (Glenda) Jill-
drich, Hinsdale, Ill.; two sons,
Russell McSwain, West
Bloomfield, Mich., and
Norman McSwain, Lisle, Ill.;
one sister, Mrs. Dorris (Eva)
Gamlin, Route 1, Puryear,
Tenn.; five grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Friday at 11 a.m. at the chapel
of the McEvoy Funeral Home,
Paris, Tenn., with burial to
follow in the Mt. Zion
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
FISH FRY
The members of Alford
Lodge No. 445 Order of the
Eastern Star will have their
annual fish fry on Saturday,
March 31, at the Aurora
Masonic Hall on Highway 68 at
Aurora. Fish and all the
trimmings along with
homemade pie will be served
starting at 5 p.m.
Country-Western Musical 'Gold
Dust' Slated To Open Friday
The Community Theatre
has arranged to sponsor a
world premier performance of
the country-western musical
"Gold Dust" on Friday,
March 30 at 12:30 p.m. in the
University Theatre on the
Murray State University
campus.
The performance will be
open to high school students in
the city and county systems, a
spokesman said. Any student
wishing to attend the special
matinee must have per-
mission from both the school
and his or her parents, the
spokesman added.
"Gold Dust" is a brand new
show produced by Actor's
Theatre of Louisville. The
production, written and
directed by Jon Jory, has
never played in any theatre so
Murray audiences will be the
first to see a show that may
well travel to New York, the
spokesman added. Other ATL
productions have made in to
the Broadway stage and
national television.
The show's composer, Jim
DOCTOR'S DAY PROCLAIMED--March 31 was
designated Doctor's Day in a proclamation signed by Murray
Mayor Melvin Henley as Mrs. Charles Tuttle, chairman of
the Calloway County Medical Auxiliary's Doctor's Day
committee, looks on. The Auxiliary plans several special
activities to salute the 30 physicians in Murray and Calloway
County.
Wann, was the master ot
ceremonies for a preview of
scenes siad songs presented
Wednesday at the Public
Library. The audience of over
.350 was delighted by the
energy and ability of every
cast member, according to
theatre director Richard
Valentine.
-Gold Dust" is set in the old
est and has a rollicking score
and story line.
Students have an op-
portunity to see a full scale
professional production that
has been made available free
of charge by the Community
Theatre and the Kentucky
ARts Commission," Jo Curris,
theatre president, said.
For more information phone
the theatre office, 759-1752.
Listings Now Being Taken By LI31.
Area Ministry For The Directory
The Land Between the
Lakes Area Ministry Council
is planaing for the 14th year of
service to the visitors in the
Lake Barkley-Kentucky Lake
leisure facilities, according to
Mrs. Arthelia H. Brooks,
executive secretary of the
LBL Area Ministry.
Listings for Sunday or
Sabbath morning worship
services for those local
churches or synagogues which
wish to be included on the 1979
Directory map are now being
taken. A fee of $5 for the
printing and mailing of three
copies to the subscriber is
required with April 6 as the
deadline for receipt of these
listings.
Congregatons wishing to
take advantage of this service
should send the following
information: Name of
congregation, location of
church by street or highway,
schedule of services, and a
telephone number to call for
information.
This information should be
sent with $5 to LBL Area
Ministry, Route 4, Box 110,
Benton, Ky. 42025. For ad-
ditional information persons




A Country Ham Breakfast
will be sponsored by
American Legion Post No. 73
on Saturday, March 31, at the
Legion Hall.
Tickets will be $2.50 each,
and serving will be from 6
a.m. to 1 p.m. Persons are
asked to use the basement
















REACTOR PANEL - Dr. David Eldredge, members: Dr. 
Ken Wolf, historian,
Dr. Adarn Lenning, sociologist, and Dr. BIN Whittaker, pa
stor.
Fellowship HaN, let Christian Church
North of the Square on Afth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister
'GOLD DUST' — Elementary school children got a preview of the play 'Gold Dust'
yesterday afternoon in the auditorium of the Calloway County Public Library. The
premier performance of the country-western musical will be it 12:30 pin. Friday in the
University Theatre on the Murray State campus.












The upper oven is a large
capacity (1.3 Cu. ft.)
microwave oven, featur-
ing the Automatic Chef
temperature control
which allows you to cook
by time or temperature.
SELF-CLEANING OVEN
The lower oven is a P•7
Self-Cleaning conven-
tional oven with a see
through window door.
Other features include
digital clock, oven timer
and reminder timer.
MODEL JKP97G
General Electric's trash compactor reduces
trash volume by approximately We'
A famtly using three or
four 20-gallon cans of
trash a week can expect a
GE Compactor to com-
pact their weekly
accumulation of trash into
one neat container'
MODEL GCG 681





Upper oven cooks with micro-
wave energy and features the
Automatic Chef r Temperature
Sensor that allows you to cook
by time or temperature. Lower
self-cleaning oven features a





GE QUALITY-BUILT POTSCRUBBER •
BUILT-IN DISHWASHER
5 cycles, including Power Scrub'.
Energy-Saver Cycle for "heat-off"
drying. Soft Food Disposer
Tuft Tub' Interior
Save Money on remodeling or your new dream house
with Murray Appliance Building Price Only 10% plus
cost. Also SERVICE - SERVICE - SERVICE
MURRAY APPLIANCE
1.2 EAST MAIN ST
.;
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
'Dom Air Our Only Business' 
HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS OWNERS NOM 75i 1586
ANIIII* mem, millow mew Allow iielar ailliew sew 401110,
15 Chevrolet Caprice
Estate Wage.
Nine passenger, white with
red interior, split seat, tilt,
cruise. AM-FM radio, V4,
automatic, roof rack, 7,790
miles, power steering &




Beige interior, 43,900 miles,
loaded, split seats, power
seats, power windows,
power door lock, tilt wheel,
cruise, AM-FM radio.
78 Malibu
Four door, one owner,
beige with brown interior,
16,000 miles, V-6, power
steering and brakes, air
conditioner.
78 Monte Carle
One owner, gold with black








Dark blue, white interior,




Bright red, red interior,




78 Caprice Classic #, '
Four door, beige with
camel cloth interior, 18,791
miles, power windows and
door locks, tilt, cruise, AM-
FM tape, rear window
defogger, power steering
and brakes, air con-
ditioner.
Highway 641
South, Murray DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET Inc.
Telephone
753-1617
